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ASUSU
debates
officeequity
DouGSMEATH
Assistant FeaturesEditor

Are all officesof the
AssociatedStudents of
Utah State University
ExecutiveCouncil equal?
It was a question the
council discussed,but in
the end came to the
same conclusion as
councils in the past:
nobody knows.
Director of Student
ActivitiesRandy Jensen,
who serves as the faculty
advisor of the council,
presented those few in
attendance at last night's
meeting with the question.
Jensen said the issue
has been addressed by
councils of the past. but
no consensus has been
reached. He said it has
led to confusion in
debates of the past,
including a current
debate regarding allocation of space in the
Taggart Student Center.
Several rooms have
been offered to ASUSU,
and discussion in past
meetings has concerned
whether to use this space
for collegesenators - a
group of council members who currently share
one officethough there
are eight of them.
Jensen said this and
other issues hinge on the
question of which members of the council are
"equal"
·1 don't think we'll
ever be able to say and
think in the back of our
minds that we're all
equal: said Collegeof
EngineeringSenator
Kalem Sessions.
However,he said all
members can have access
to equal tools and opportunities.
ASUSUAthleticsVice
President Sam Winward
said the issue of equality
is misleading.The question. he said, is not
Jump..taASUSU,
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Students raise
funds to build
African schools
be cool like that."
Prince is a member of the
Blue Kilts.which will play for a
More African children will
dance she and other students
have access to education.
have planned for April 8 in the
thanks in part to the efforts of Nelson field house to benefit
Utah State Universitystudents
their cause.
who have set a goal to raise
The BSUis also planning to
$10,000 for the Schoolsfor
help the effort by hosting a
Africaprogram sponsored by
benefit dance Friday in the
the International Foundation
field house. BSUmembers will
for Education and Self-Help.
cover the expense of renting
Students in the USU Black
the field house and hiring a
Student Union {BSU)and a
D.J.so all ticket proceeds will
USUhonors class,Race and
go to the fund raiser.Tickets
Communication Issues in the
will cost $2 for students with
United States and the New
ID and $3 for all others.
South Africa,are working
!FESH,an Arizona-based
together to raise money for the program dedicated to improvbuilding of a two-room school- ing life in third world counhouse in a rural area of Africa. tries, began the Schoolsfor
Students in last semester's
Africaprogram in 1993 with a
Raceand Communication
mission to build schools in
Issues classwere
rural areas of
the first to get
South Africa
involvedwith the
'It wasinspiringto where none exist
now, said Howard
project,said Nick
seepeoplebeingso Sullivan.senior
Eastmond, profesproject officer for
sor of Instructional
generous.'
!FESH.He said
Technologyat USU
donations have
who teaches the
picked up in
-honors <lass The
• jt.MIE
PRlc:E
•
recent years, and
classraised $2,000
USUsnJOENT
120 schools have
dollars toward the
been built since
goal;this semes1997.
ter's is hoping to
This is just a drop in the
finish what they started and
bucket: the need for these
send !FESHa check for
schools is tremendous. he said.
$10,000. Eastmond said.
!FESHworks with the educaEastmond's students have
tional departments in Africato
organized committees to run
identify sites for the schools.
the fund raising effort. One
Thousands and thousands of
committee has spent hours
schoolsare needed, he said. As
going door to door in apartsoon as one is built. more stuments and dorms collecting
donations. said EmilyMalouf.a dents than it can hold are
scramblingto register to
student in Eastmond's class.
attend, he said.
She said it has been very sucThe materials for each twocessful,and while they haven't
counted the donations yet. she room, one-toilet schoolhouse
cost $10,000. Charity organizaexpects them to total from
tions, churches and individual
$300 to $500.
people have donated m<;>ney
Jamie Prince,another stufor this part of the effort.
dent in Eastmond's class.said
she was astounded by the posi- Construction, labor,land for
schools,teachers, supplies and
tive response students had to
books come mostly from the
the group's "dorm storming."
"It was inspiring to see peo- government or community
where the school is built.
ple being so generous,"she
said. "It'sjust fun to see people Sullivansaid.
LARA
GALE

Staff Writer

Victory!

Senior Troy Rolle raisesthe Big West ConferenceTournamenttrophy
over his headin celehrationafter the Aggiesdowned New Mexico State
University 71-66 on March 11. More photosand story on Page 16.

USUto perform
test on registration
computer
system Online

voting for ASUSU
candidates now available

LAURABELLAMY

Senior News Writer
LAURA BELLAMY

The morning of March 27.
the Utah State University
Registrationofficewill try to
overload and crash the registration system and they want
students to help.
The registration office is
trying to avoid the same computer problems they faced during spring 2000 registration by
performing a stress test of the
IBMmainframe which supports the information system.
RegistrarDavid Roossaid.
Monday from 8 to 9:45 a.m.,
all USUstudents are asked to
log onto the QUADsystem in
order to test the system'sability to handle heavy traffic. Roos
said. The test will help the registration office determine if
last semester's problems are
gone.
'What we're really hoping
for is to get a lot of students to
help us with the stress test of
the system."Roossaid. "We're
hoping to fix what failed the
last time.·
Accordingto Roos,last
semester the registration office
upgraded. installing a patch on
the operating system The program worked well until the
system was overwhelmedby
students registering for spring

Senior News Writer

USU students stand in line waiting for the computersystem to come backon line during Spring registration.
The Registrationofficewill soon be performinga stress test on the system to try to improvefuture performance.

semester.
"If we see symptoms of
those problems again, we'll
know that we need to get the
system fixed,"Roossaid.
Accordingto Roos,students
can log onto the QUADsystem
or call the Touchline system to
register for summer classes,
check their grades, change
their pin number and update
their addresses.As long as students log on and use the sys-

tern in some way.they will be
adding to the system traffic.
"During this time period,
we're going to have the incentive of prizes for students."
Roossaid.
All students who are recorded logged in on to the system
will be entered for a drawing
and could win bookstore
coupons, parking passes and
Aggieice cream, Roossaid.
Winners will be notified via

mail.
"There's a little bit of a hidden agenda there: he said. ·rn
order for students to receive
the prizes in the mail. they
have to have updated their
address."
Roos said he wants to try to
replicate the load the system
faces during peak hours of fall
and spring registration. but it
has been hard to tell students
about the upcoming test.

This year when students
head to the polls for student
government elections. they
won't be heading to booths or
ballot boxes but to the nearest
computer terminal.
Accordingto Public
Relations Vice President
Christina Domic~el, primary
and final election voting will
be mostly online.
Students can vote through
their Webmail accounts or by
loggingonto the Associated
Students of Utah State
University Web site at
www.usu.edu/ ~asusutsc/
home.html
Accordingto Domichel. the
voting was moved from the
VMSsystem to keep up with
the Internet age and to offer
more convenience to students.
With the ballots on the
World Wide Web, students
can vote anytime between
Wednesday at 8 a.m. to
Thursday at 4 p.m.
"I think anything where
you can vote at home and
overnight makes it better
accessibleto students and
hopefully will increase voter
turnout," Domichel said.

Domichel said ASUSUalso
wanted to make voting online
to keep up with student interest in the Internet.
"More students are using
Webmail rather than Telnet.
so it seemed kind of archaic
not to move the voting."
Domichel said.
Computer Servicesoriginally brought the idea to ASUSU,
but it was something ASUSU
had been thinking about for a
while. Domichel said.
"Wewanted to do it. but we
didn't know about security
issues after the mishaps at
Weber and the University of
Utah." Domichel said.
Last year during student
elections, students at Weber
and U of U got into the system and voted repeatedly for
candidates they favored. Once
the error was discovered students had to revote, Domichel
said.
·we·ve made it so security
shouldn't be a problem,"
Domichel said.
Accordingto Director of
Computer ServicesBob Bayn,
the ballots will be hosted on
https:/ / mva.usu.edu. where a
server similar to VMSwill pro-
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Supreme Court rules for tobacco

1

WASHINGTON (AP)- The government lacks authority to regulate tobacri- co as an addictive drug even though
tobacco use may be "the single most
significant threat to public health." the
Supreme Court said Tuesday, throwing
out the Clinton administration's main
anti-smoking initiative .
The 5-4 ruling said Congress did not
authorize the Food and Drug
ui Administration to regulate tobacco.
, President Clinton and others immedi2
ately said Congress should pass a law
letting the FDA reinstate its rules cracking down on cigarette sales to minors.
"If we are to protect our children
from the harms of tobacco, Congress
must now enact the provisions of the
FDA rule," Clinton said in a statement
issued while he was traveling in India.
But Mark Smith, spokesman for
Brown &1Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
welcomed the ruling. "Business and
industry throughout the nation ought
to breathe a sigh of relief. The highest
court in the land has confirmed that a
r.i federal agency cannot on its own go
beyond its limits of authority set by
-l'

Congress," he said.
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, writing for the court, said, "By no means do
we question the seriousness of the
problem that the FDA has sought to
address." She said, "The agency has
amply demonstrated that tobacco use.
particularly among children and adolescents, poses perhaps the single most
significant threat to public health in
the United States."
However, she said, "We believe that
Congress has clearly precluded the FDA
from asserting jurisdiction to regulate
tobacco products."
The ruling was a victory for an
industry that has been under increasing pressure for selling a product the
American Cancer Society calls the leading cause of cancer. Cancer society
head John R. Seffrin said he was disappointed by the ruling.
The Justice Department also has. a
lawsuit pending against the industry.
which has agreed to pay the states
$246 billion for the cost of treating
smoking-related illnesses. Cigarette
billboards around the country were

taken down last year as part of that
agreement.
O'Connor's opinion was joined by
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and
Justices Antonin Scalia, Anthony M.
Kennedy and Clarence Thomas .
Dissenting were Justices Stephen G.
Breyer, John Paul Stevens. David H.
Souter and Ruth Bader Ginsburg .
Writing for the four, Breyer said the
1938 federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act's "basic purpose - the protection
of pubhc health - supports the inclusion of cigarettes within its scope."
The ruling throws out the FDA's
rule requiring convenience stores and
other places that sell cigarettes to
require identification from anyone
under age 27 seeking to buy tobacco
products.
Other FDA rules put on hold earlier
would have limited vending-machine
cigarette sales to adults-only locations,
such as bars, and would have limited
cigarette advertising. All 50 states
already ban tobacco sales to anyone
under 18, and the FDA adopted that
rule nationwide .
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> Settlement
reached
forHolocaust
suffering
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP)- The Dutch government
said Tuesday it had agreed to give the Jewish community $180
million to compensate for injustices they suffered in Holland
after returning from Nazi death camps.
The settlement followed protests from Dutch Jews that an
earlier offer of $114 million - which the government called its
"moral obligation" - fell far short of real redress for misappropriated Jewish assets.
The government also earmarked $114 million for Dutch victims of Japanese World War II prison camps in the former East
Indies colony. now Indonesia. and $14 million for Dutch Gypsies
persecuted by the Nazis, the Finance Ministry spokesman said.
"We are happy that this settlement has been reached,' ' said
Ronni Naftaniel, a spokesman for the Central Jewish Council.
which negotiated the settlement with Finance Ministry officials.
Finance Ministry spokesman Jeroen Sprengers said the government increased the offer because "it was convinced by the
arguments that were put forth by the Jewish community ."
Naftaniel said the agreement covers 15 types of assets . including administrative costs for returned Jewish property and money
confiscated from Jews by the Nazi puppet regime to run concentration camps .
The lion's share of the payment will go to Dutch Jewish war
victims, most of whom live in the Netherlands, Israel and the
United States . Naftaniel said the council will contribute $23 million to an international fund for war victims.
The settlement followed a series of investigations into the
treatment of Jews and other Nazi victims, exposing the neglect
of their suffering and the plundering of assets following the
Netherlands' liberation from German occupation.
Out of the Netherlands' prewar population of 140,000 Jews,
more than 100,000 died in Nazi death camps during World War
II or on the trains taking them there .
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> Baltimore
standoff
entersfifthday

DUNDALK, Md. (AP) - After days of sporadic gunfire. a
hostage drama that has shut down a neighborhood grew quiet
Tuesday as police continued negotiating with a murder suspect
who was holding three people in a house .
"It's hard to define what progress is. At least nothing disastrous has happened and that is good news," said Baltimore
County police spokesman Bill Toohey.
The standoff began Friday when Joseph Palczynski allegedly
forced his way into a home in a Baltimore suburb and took
three peop le hostage, including the mother of his former ·girlfriend .
Pa1czynski is accused of kidnapping his el-girlfriend, Tracy
Whitehead , on March 7, killing four people over a two-day period and leading police on a manhunt for more than a week .
Toohey had no more information on a shot fired Monday
inside the home. He said police did not believe anyone inside
the house was seriously hurt.
"We believe no one is in any imminent peril in there ,"
Toohey said. "We don 't have an accurate, consistent picture of
what's going on in there ."
The standoff is wearing down the patience of residents in the
four-block area surrounding the home where Palczynski was
holed up. Police cordoned off the area but allowed some residents to leave Sunday .
One resident was arrested Monday while trying to sneak back
into the area.
Others have found ways to reach their families without getting in trouble. Using a police escort. one neighbor tossed plastic
bags of groceries over a fence to his wife and two children
trapped in their home.

> Bustakesoffwithwoman's
2-year-old
NEW YORK (AP)- A 2-year -old rode a Greyhound bus to
New Jersey by herself after the child 's mother got off in New
York to get a snack and the bus left without her .
Yanitza Castro, 21. and her daughter, Yanitza Rivera, had
boarded the bus Monday morning in Massachus etts to travel to
their home in York, Pa.
When the bus pulled into New York's Port Authority Bus
Terminal at midday , little Yanitza was hungry. Castro got out to
get a snack, and returned to find the bus had left.
"I thought , 'Oh, my God, my baby is stuck on the bus all by
hersel f,"' Castro said.
New Jersey State Police pulled over the bus about a half-hour
later ne ar New Brunswick and drove the girl back to her mother.
During the bus ride. Yanitza entertained other passenge rs
with her Winni e the Pooh pillow. Th ey assum ed h er moth er was
in a seat nearby.
"I think the people on the bus took good care of her ," her
moth er said , "because she came ba ck ha ppy."
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Campaigners for ASUSU officestalk to students in the Sunburst Lounge Tuesdayafternoon.The candidates
set up boothsand encouragedstudents to votefor them in the primary elections,which end Friday. Students can
vote through USU Webmailor on the USU Webpage.

vide better security for the
voting process.
The secure server provides
128-bit encryption which can
better protect the private ballots from interception, Bayn
said.
However, the Internet
Start-up kit that is distributed
to students who have personal
computers on campus only
supports 48-bit encryption.
To correct this, Bayn said
he has included some 128-bit
patch instructions for students
to update their systems at
http:/ /cc.usu.edu/-bob/ballot.html
Bayn said this is just a precautionary measure and that
security should not be a problem.

PAGE

·1 still believe that it would
take a significant. coordinated
effort to intercept any significant portion of the balloting
via unsecure transmission,"
Bayn said. ·1 believe that voting via connections through
the USU modem pool
remains relatively secure from
interception without encryption."
The voting site appears to
be up and working already,
but Domichel said students
voting right now will not have
ballots that count.
"The ballots are up, but we
haven't moved them to the
secure site yet, so students will
need to vote again," she said.
Students still wary of
online voting can vote in TSC
Room 326 Wednesday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ManyASUSU candidates run unopposed
LAURA BELLAMY

Senior News Writer

The race for student body
president may not quite be a
race this year. Three offices in
this year's student government elections are unopposed.
According to Associated
Students of Utah State
University Public Relations
Vice President Christina
Domichel , this doesn't mean
that candidates have it easy,
·1 think it's unfortunate
that any office goes unopposed," Domichel said. "It
removes the opportunity for
choke. But those unopposed

are still campaigning."
According to Domichel,
unopposed candidates will
still appear on the voting ballots.
Domichel said this is
because write-in candidates
are always a possibility.
Students always have the
option of writing in a <;andidate for an office.
Domichel said that despite
their lack of competitors, the
unopposed candidates are still
participating in aII aspects of
campaigning.
·1 think they are more disappointed than anything else,"
Domichel said. "I think it's
really fulfilling to know you've

won the support of the students body. Maybe there's a
little relief, but it's more a
feeling of disappointment."
According to Dornichel,
write-in candidates have won
in the past. Students can vote
for write-ins by writing their
names on the ballots in selected areas. In order to receive
votes, write-in candidates
need to register with ASUSU.
"The only reason they need
to register, is so we can check
their eligibility with their
grades and such," Domichel
said.
According to Domichel,
write-ins can register in TSC
Room 326 by the last day of

voting.
"Asfar as I know. they can
register up until the last
hour," Domichel said. "If they
can get students to vote for
them, then the more power to
them."
Even the office of HASSis
unopposed. The only candidate dropped out of the race,
Domichel said.
In order to fill the office,
applications for HASSsenator
are being accepted in TSC
Room 326 until Friday at
noon.
•If there are only two candidates . then we'll just run it
as a final election," Domichel
said. •If there are more than

two, then we'II run it as a primary and have a special election the following week."
The lack of candidates this
year has forced ASUSU to
rearrange some of its election
plans, Domichel said.
Because the office of president is unopposed, ASUSU
was forced to cancel a previously scheduled presidential
debate.
·we were all really sad
because this is the first year
that it had been planned,"
Domichel said. "We were waiting for someone to register as
a write-in candidate this
week, but no one did so we
had to cancel it."

University study says
change in brain can
cause c~ange in vision
SALTLAKECITY (AP)-:and reading directions on
' When vision dec:l'ines>With 0 r· medicine bvttle.s'. , " .1~r
age. tile cause may be due to
"These can have life-andchanges in the brain as well 1· ~eath c0ns~quenoos. a~well
as in the eyes. 'tJniversity o(
as quality-of-life consideraUtah research suggests.
tions ," she said.
The study, which involved
Leventhal said a big part
young and old rhesus monof vision is, '"Where's Waldo'
keys, also indicates driver
- picking Waldo out of a
license tests fail to detect
bunch of other stuff.
vision-impairing brain
"The job of the eye is to
degradation in elderly
take a picture of the page
motorists.
with Waldo somewhere on it.
"They test your optics The job of the brain is to
how well the eyes transmit
find Waldo," he said.
information to your brain.
That study found that in
But there is absolutely nothmonkeys - and, by implicaing that tests how well your
tion, in humans - the aging
brain is interpreting what
brain has more trouble
you are seeing," said Audie
interpreting what the eyes
Leventhal, a professor of
see - finding Waldo - even
neurobiology and anatomy
when the eyes remain
at the university.
healthy and can see the page
"If you have perfectly
containing Waldo.
good vision when you are 80,
While anesthetized, each
you will pass your driver's
monkey looked at a computtest, but you may not drive
er screen. Bars appeared on
as well" because your brain's
the screen and moved at difvisual cortex is less able to
ferent speeds and directions.
distinguish shapes and the
Electrodes in the monkeys·
direction of objects in
brains measured the activity
motion , he said.
of nerve cells in the visual
The study was released
cortex - the outer portion
Monday and will be pubof the back of the brain.
lished in April's issue of
. In young monkeys. cerNature Neuroscience.
tain brain cells fired a nerve
Leventhal conducted the
impulse mostly when the
research with doctoral stumonkeys saw a horizontal
dent Matt Schmolesky,
bar.
research associate
Others fired mostly when
Youngchang Wang and assis- a vertical bar was seen. Yet
tant professor Mingliang Pu.
others fired mostly when the
As people age, their vision animals watched angled
can decline because of
bars.
cataracts. retinal damage or
Other cells in young moo other problems within the
keys fired mostly to help
eye. The study shows that,
interpret the direction of
regardle ss of eye damage,
moving objects.
"the cells in your visual corBut in the old monkeys,
tex that help you understand
various brain cells in the
what you see don't work as
visual cortex were likely to
well when you get old,"
fire regardless of the bars'
·• Leventhal said.
direction or orientation.
"Once we've determined
That means that aging
which cells in the brain don't brain "isn't as good ~t telling
do as well in the elderly, we
the difference between
can begin to work on treat things," Leventhal said. "You
ments for limiting their
see it, but you don't under breakdown," he said.
stand what you see as well."
Judith Finkelstein. who
That may explain why
directs the program on ageelderly drivers looking at
related sensory and motor
another vehicle "can't tell as
disorders at the National
well whether it's coming
Institute on Aging, which
from the left or the right.
helped finance the study.
how quickly it's coming or
said investigating the ways
what kind of car it is," he
vision declines is important
said.
because the elderly popula So license tests for the
tion is growing, and old peo- elderly should test how well
pie use their eyes for everythey can detect motions and
thing from "driving to read shapes, not just their eyeing books and newspapers
sight, he said.
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Go Bush!

USU students show supportfor U.S. PresidentialcandidateGeorgeW.
Bush at a campaignrally in Provoon March 9. Bush is running against
DemocratAl Gorein the 2000 election.

Liver transplant recipient starts
summer camp fund for childre11
WEST VALLEYCITY, Utah
(AP)- When Jeremy Lyman
was fatally injured while rid ing his bike nearly three
years ago, his family agreed
to donate the 9-year-old's
heart, liver, kidneys and
corneas .
The vital organs saved the
lives of four people and
improved the sight of two
oth ers.
On Monday. the recipient
of Jeremy's liver honored
him by creating a fund that
will send n eedy children
from his former school to
summer camp.
"He is my hero ," said Jeri
Wehrli, 54, as she announced
the scholar ship to students at
Valley Crest Elementary in
West Valley City. "Jeremy did
such a wonderful thing and I
want him to be remembered
always."

Jeremy had attended
Valiey Crest for only a year
but had many friends and
loved riding his bike and
playing with race cars. said
his mother, Sheri Tabler.
On July 20, 1997. Jeremy
was riding his bicycle home
from a park when a car hit
him. He died the next day.
Wehrli, the mother of
eight and grandmother of 15,
had been on a liver trans plant waiting list for more
than a year , suffering from a
disease called primary sclerosing cholangitis - the
same condition that led to
the death of professional
football star Walter Payton.
The organ transplant
offered Wehrli a chance to
survive and enjoy her family
for many years to come.
"But it was bittersweet
knowing that another family

was grieving," she said.
About two months after
Jeremy's death, Wehrli sent a
comforting note to Tabler
and the two formed an
instant bond.
Today, they regularly meet
for dinner. send messages by
e-mail and talk on the telephone .
Tabler and Jeremy's father,
Danny Lyman, still grieve for
their son, but Wehrli's kind ness, and her scholarship,
have helped them realize the
death was not in vain .
"Everything happens for a
reason," said Tabler. "You
feel he is living on ."
Wehrli's donation of $50
annually will pay for two
Valley Crest students to
attend Granite School
District's Mill Hollow nature
camp in the Uinta
Mountains .

ASUSU

"Barring a constitutional
change. I'm not sure complete
equality can be obtained," he
said. Duke said because jobs
and responsibilities are
already set out, equality of
responsibilities can't be created.
However, he said each
member has one vote, creating
equality of power.
ASUSUExtension Vice
President Steve Palmer said
the issue could go on for
months and would still never
be worked out. He said it is
impossible for anyone to know

how much work any office
does unless he or she actually
wears the shoes of that office.
Palmer made a motion to
leave the question as is for the
current time. It passed unani mously.
The low attendance at last
night's meeting became even
lower after the vote when
three members had to leave
for an Arts and Lectures activity. Their absence brought the
attendance below 11.the
required quorum for passing
legislation, so the meeting was
adjourned early.

Continuedfrom Page1
whether any office is more
important than any other but
whether any office h as a disproportionate amount of work
and responsibility.
"If anyone was to say that
any office wasn't important to
students, I think th ey'd be up
in the night," he said.
College of Science Senator
Dave Duke said he wasn't sure
the issue could be addressed
by the council.
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NewseR,eFs
> USU
recognizes
women
withspeaker
As part of Utah State
University's observance of
Women's History Month.
Frances Titchener, a professor in the History department. will speak about
ancient women. Her speech
is entitled "Nobody's Old
Ladies: Tales of Some
Ancient Women."
Titchener was named
Carnegie Professor of the
year in 1995 and offers a
personalized tour of the
contributions and triumphs
of women in ancient times .
She will address students
Thursday from noon to
1:15 p.m. in the Science
and Technology Library,
Room 120.

> Career
forum
offers
networking
Utah State University
alumni from Nordstrom.
Meier and Frank, Youth
Corrections, American
Express, Lisman Richardson
Interior Design and other
companies will be on campus today from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. in the Family
Life Building to network
with students.
The College of Family
Life forum is sponsored by
USU Career Services and
the students in the College
of Family Life.

> HASS
Senator
position
upforgrabs
Students may still register for the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences Senator student
government office. The
position will be reopened
until Friday at noon
because all candidates have
dropped out of the race.
Irt order to tun for this
office, candidates must be
enrolled in the College of
HASS.
Information is available
in the Taggart Student
Center, Room 326.

> Young
named
Olympic
chairperson
Super Bowl MVP and
quarterback for the San
Francisco 49ers Steve
Young has agreed to join
the Salt Lake Organizing
Committee to assist in
recruiting 26,000 volunteers needed for the 2002
Olympic and Paralympic
Winter Games. according
to a press release.
·we are thrilled that
Steve has agreed to take on
this additional responsibility," said Mitt Romney,
SLOC President and CEO.
"He has been an avid supporter of the Salt Lake
Games and currently serves
as a SLOC ambassador and
volunteer host at the
Olympic Medals Plaza."

> Students
get
punished
withope
WILLIMANTIC,Conn .
(AP)- Students committin
minor infractions at F.astenJ
Connecticut State
University now face punish
ment by Puccini. A group o
offenders next month will
be force-fed a taste of
"Tosca."
Kirk Peters, associate
dean of student affairs. ere
ated a policy that sends ~
dents to an opera or a sy,¥- ..
phony, rather than slap J,,
;_(
them with citations or
Peters said Monday hJ~
colleagues initially questioned the Alternative
Restitution Program whe
began in the fall.
"Now they are sold on i
Peters said. "It's something
the (students) don't want to
do, so I feel it is a penalty.
But I feel they are getting
something out of it."

fi,..,

Briefscompiled by
lJSUANDSTAIDMWSWf
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JEv\1ELRY DESIGN

& MANUFACTURING
Visit the manufacturing
showroom at Marcelle's
where you can create a
beautiful piece of jewelry
as unique as your love.

All engagement rings
00
$150
for the gold.
45 No. Main • 753-4892
•10 am-6 pm, Mo~day-Friday
•10 am-4 pm Saturday
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Who'sgonnawin the Oscar?
Checkout Friday's
Entertainmentsectionfor
Oscarpredictions.
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797-1742
features@statesman.usu.edu

Discovering new worlds and beating the odds
CORINNE !<ATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter

"After this many years, I
find I enjoy working with people as much as I did with
cows."
This is what Gordon
Richins, consumer liaison for
the Center for Persons with
Disabilities, had to say about
his unexpected change in
careers.
Richins was a dairy farmer
in Fairview, Idaho, until he
broke his neck in a farming
accident in August 198Z After
spending two years at home
·going nuts," Richins decided
to begin studying accounting
at Utah State University.
Although a few classes
changed his mind about
accounting, Richins stayed in
school and graduated from
USU with a degree in
Agricultural Business in 1994.
Richins said he has been
happy with his choice to
attend the university.
"With the help of vocational rehabilitation and the
Disability Resource Center
here on campus, I was given
an opportunity to pursue
higher education which I took
advantage of and haven't
regretted in the least.· he said.
In January 1997, Richins
began working for the Center
for Persons with Disabilities
(CPD) on the USU campus.
As consumer liaison for the
CPD, Richins acts as a "conduit between services at the
Center and the consumers in
the community." Richins said
these consumers include persons with disabilities, families
with disabled child-ren and·
agencies providing services for
persons with disabilities. He
said that having a disability
himself helps him in his job,
giving him more insight into

the situations disabled people
face.
Richins is confined to a
wheelchair and has limited
use of his hands, but with
some special help he completes all of the duties of his
job. The CPD employs a USU
student to help Richins with
opening his mail, running
errands, filing and other physical duties.
Special hardware and software help him use his computer.
"Using a trackball mouse
and voice-activated computer
software, I am able to perform
the essential functions of my
position here at the CPD,"
Richins said.
Richins isn't the only
employee of the CPD who
uses such hardware and software. Jim Hess, computer specialist, also uses voice-activated software and a trackball
mouse to run his computer .
Hess, who designs and
maintains databases for the
CPD, was born wnh Cerebral
Palsy.He said he has tried
many other lines of work and
finally found his niche working with computers.
"The computer opened up
a whole new world for me,"
Hess said.
Hess has limited use of his
hands, so he has had to overcome some physical barriers
to do his work. Hess said he
used to spend hours and
hours typing at a very slow
speed to program on DOS
computers. When text-based
DOS was replaced by graphics-based Windows, his work
became much faster and easi-

er.
Hess found that using a
mouse in Windows was faster
than typing, but manipulatmg
the mouse was difficult for
him and irritated his shoulder.

Gordon Richins,

ConsumerLiaisonfor the Centerfor Personswith Disabilitieshas specialequipmentand programsto aidhim with his disability.

After watching some of his
colleagues using trackballs,
Hess decided he could use one
too - with his feet. Hess jokes
that other than occasionally
having to clean the sock lint
out of the trackball, the setup
works just fine.
Hess said he feels fortunate
to have landed his job at the
Center for Persons with
Disabilities. He said the people at the CPD are very
accommodating.
"They're just a good bunch
of people; he said.
That ·good bunch of peo.
pie" is committed to improving the quality of life for per-

sons with disabilities and their
families, according to a
brochure created by the CPD.
This is accomplished through
training, services, technical
assistance and research conducted by the Center.
The Center for Persons
with Disabilities was established as a University
Affiliated Program (UAP)in
1972, according to the
Center's Web site
(www.cpd.usu.edu).University
Affiliated Programs are federally funded centers establishedat major W1iversities
throughout the United States,
says the site. They are dedicat-

ed to facilitating the independence, productivity and integration of people with developmental disabilities.
One of the major missions
of the CPD is training. The
Center's trainees include graduate and undergraduate students at USU.
According to the Web site,
the CPD's interdisciplinary
training division "provides
trainees with the opportunity
to learn how specialists from a
wide variety of disciplines
work together in the assessment and treatment of individuals with disabilities."
The Center' Web site and

Finding a new source of Aggie information
of state during games. he said.
·usustu~ents might enjoy
the site because it is a one-stopThe official Web site for USU, shopping type of place for Aggie
www.usu.edu, has recently been
info. You can find game reports,
forced to compete for attention
stats, schedules, links to other
from students due to other infor- info, message boards and links to
mative sites now available
rival message boards," Eborn
including USUOnline.com and
said.
TrueAggies.com.
TrueAggies.com started out
TrueAggies.com primarily
slowly but has picked up plenty
focuses on Aggie sports and
of steam during basketball seaother related articles. Jarod
son.
Ehorn a USU student produced
·1 imagine it will continue to
the site in collaboration with
grow as more people become
rivals.com.
familiar with it and get hooked
·1 am simply a small part of a
on it," Eborn said.
network of Web site publishers
"In the future, I plan on
for a large company, rivals.com,
spending considerably more time
that has hundreds of sportson the site and providing a lot of
related Web sites," Eborn said.
original, exclusive content," he
According to Eborn, rivals.com said. "Football season will be the
is the company that designed
beginning of a whole new site
and put the site together. They
practically, because I'll be treathave done the same for multiple
ing it as a unique electronic pubcolleges and most professional
lication."
sports franchises and benefit
James Paul Neeley and Chad
from the advertising they place
Parry are the creators of
on their sites he said.
USUOnline.com. This site con"I'm not sure what the stutains similar information to the
dent response is,"Ehorn said. ·1
official site arranged in a differknow there has recently been an
ent format.
increase in student traffic to the
"The idea for starting the site
site as it is becoming more wide- came while staring at that wall
ly known."
of classifieds in the TSC. How
The differences between
could anyone find what they
TrueAggies.com and the official
were looking for? I thought it
university site, according to
would be great to have searchEborn, is that the official site
able online classifieds."Neeley
only lists the schedules for
said.
events.
"After that initial thought.
TrueAggies.com has a mesthings just started to snowball,"
sage board for fans and non-fans
he said. "Chad and I began to see
to discuss the games, exchange
a lot of services we could create
ideas and vent frustrations.
that would help make student
There are links for more infor!ife easier:
mation and a chat room that is
According to Neeley, the site
becoming quite popular for
was created to make a ·one-stop
Aggie fans, especially those out
shop· for local information.
NATALIELARSON

Staff Writer

USUOnline.com searches for
phone numbers. addresses and
e-mails all at the same time.
Homepage listings are also available. A similar situation existed
with the calendars, he said.
Calendar dates are compiled
for sports. club activities and all
other campus activities. A free
forum for USU students to communicate is also available.
·we want to make finding
and publicizing information a
snap." Neeley said.
"The benefits for us come in
the experience of learning how a
site like this is put together and
managed." he said. ·1 can't think
of many jobs today where these
types of skills won't be valuable.
Most of all, we're just having a
ton of fun doing it."
According to Neeley, the
response from students has been
positive.
Neeley and Parry make
adjustments in response to
requests from students, one of
which will include a movie listing.
"The official USU Web page is
great. The difference between
our sites is that we are focused
on different types of services.
The official site is not enough
only in that there are many
Internet services for students
that USU would have no stake in
offering." Neeley said.
"An example would be a local
business directory where students rate the service of the
business: he said. "There is no
reason for the university to
spend time and money developing that type of service, but it is
a service that would be great for
students. That's where we come
in."
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brochure introduce the CPD's
eight divisions and give an
overview of the wide variety
of activities the Center supports - from workshops for
parents to biomedical research
on the causes of autism.
Reading about the CPD's
programs and wandering
through its maze of hallways
and offices proves that Richins
was right when he said,
"There's a lot going on here:
Richins and others at the
CPD agree that their work is
truly rewarding because they
know they are enhancing tbe
quality'of life of so many people.
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USU's
Computer
Solutions
takeshonorsand prizes1n Applecompetition
TARA8oNE

Staff Writer

Utah State University's Computer
Solutions Center ranked among Yale
University and the University of Pennsylvania
with second place honors in the 2000 Apple
Computer, Inc. Worldwide Best Store Contest.
·rt was a surprise to us all. We just go

along with our daily business and it was
appreciated," Karen Johnson, Computer
Solutions Center sales assistant. said.
Winners were chosen after undercover
judges went into Apple stores to rate customer service, store atmosphere and the promotion of Apple packages.
Computer Solutions Center was rated in
the United States Higher Education category.

From their national second place finish.
Computer Solutions was awarded gift certificates, an employee pizza party, $5,000 in
Apple merchandise , and recognition at an
awards ceremony in San Francisco on Jan. 4.
Apple, Inc. flew Johnson and Mike
Brazfield. sales assistants. to the ceremony.
The Computer Solutions Center sells computers, computer software and all accessories,

including products for PCs and Macs alike
Johnson said.
The center is affiliated with Information
and Learning Resources on campus.
Johnson said Computer Solutions is for the
convenience and service of students, staff and
faculty. It is located in Room 135 of the
Computer Center, north of the Cazier Science
and Technology Library.
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The truth about love, hate and attraction
TALK
TO THE ExPERlS/ EmilyProctor
I have a
lot
of
questions.
What are
m
y
chances of
getting
skin cancer? Why
don't we ever see a green sunset? What should I do if
attacked by a mountain lion?
Did Vanilla Ice affect our pop
culture at all? Why don't men
cry in our society? Who
invented liquid soap and
why?
_
My problem is that I don't
know the answers to al I these
questions. But here on campus we are surrounded by a
lot of smart professors and
doctors. You could say they're
experts, because they've been
studying their subject for
years. They might even know
the secrets to life.
So, what I want t~ do is
pick their brains. I want these
professors to tel I me the
answers to my questions. I
want to know the secrets to
life.

.
•·
0 rgan1ze-In S le.
•Ultra-thin, anodized aluminum case with
embossed leather cover lets you organize in
style.

Computer Solutions
USU Computer Center 135
Logan, UT 84322-3715
8am-4:30pm M-F
(435) 797-3357

as many aspirations, goals and
dreams as the rest of us do,"
Foley said. ·so the idea is not
Breaking a leg or arm often
'oh you poor person who c.an't
will put anyone in an awkward
see,' but 'what c.an we get you
position. Your daily routine will that will enable you to achieve
become much harder.
all the goals that you have in
Now imagine losing your
life.'"
sight. hearing or mobility.
Over two semesters the stuStudents in the
dents learn what kinds of assisCommunic.ative Disorders
tive technology is available to
5860 and 5870 classes have
help people with different
had a glimpse of how hard it
kinds of disabilities like probwould be for a person to sudlems with mobility, communidenly have to cope a disability.
c.ation,hearing or vision
The students were given two
impairment. she said.
assignments where they wear
"Part of what they do in the
eye patches and ear plugs to
class is a weekly lab where they
simulate what it would be like
learn to fabricate different
to lose one of their five senses.
assistive technology devices,"
"When I first got the assignFoley said. "They also work
ment. I thought it would be
with people from the commuone of those fun assignments
nity who have disabilities and
that you look forward to
make technology for people
doing," Stephanie Lake, a senior out there who need it. They
in Comrnunic.ative Disorders,
are working with both children
said. "Itwas a lot more chaland adults who have different
lenging than I thought it would kinds of disabilities."
be. I found myself really restricIt is important to not look at
tived to the things I could do
that simulation as a time to
bec.ause I am not used to being feel sorry for people who have
restrictive with my sight."
disabilities, Foley said. Instead,
The idea behind the assignfocus should be positive ment is really not to have stuwhat these students c.an do as
dents truly understand what it
assistive technology specialists
is like to have a vision or hearto help people maintain their
ing impairment Beth Foley,
independence no matter what
associate professor of
their disability is, she said.
Communic.ative Disorders and
The students are told to go
Deaf Education, said.
about their normal everyday
"Our focus is really on how
activities, Foley said. She said
would having such a disability
she expects the students to do
change your daily living and
this, or she doesn't want them
what kinds of assistive technolinvolved.
ogy would you need to mainSome students went to the
tain your present way of life,"
movies and they asked the
she said.
manager at the movie theater
"People with disabilities have if they had special adaptators
Staff Writer

•Exchange data with your PC at the touch of a
button- eliminates dual data entry and
ensures the safety of your important
information.
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''My score
increased
14 points ...

pie down and makes them feel
less than good will not help to
build a good relationship. Of
course, this should seem obvious to us.
I asked Jenson how we
learn to communicate with
another person. He said we
learn from all of our life experiences, from communicating
with our family, friends and
peers, in school and church
and in just hanging out.
"We pull all of this together
to make our own bag of
skills," he said, that we carry
around.
What I really wondered
though, was what motivates us
to have relationships in the
first place.
Jenson said, "We're a gregarious species. No one wants
to be alone.
"One person might say 'I
found my true love last night,'
and they can end up being
married for 70 years. And
another person might say 'I
found my true love last night,'
but by next Wednesday they
have fallen out of love with
them," he said.
His advice for anyone who
is confused about love is,
"Don't rush into something go slow. Real love takes time
to develop."
If you would like to know
more about relationships, he
suggests looking at the Web
site marriageinfo.byu.edu.

Emily Proctoris an
inquisitiveand curioussenior
studying technicalwriting.
She is from Midway, UT.
emilyproctor@cc.usu.edu

Experienceing a different way of life
without the aid of sight and sound
D£BBIE LAMB

•Instant access to your data, calendar, e-mail,
address book, to do list, memo pad and
expenses.*

•Infrared capability lets you "beam" files,
applications, even your business card to other
IR-enabled Palm Computing® platform
devices.

This column is dedicated to feels.
finding answers to questions
At this point, Jenson says,
that pertain to us. I figure we the relationship will usually
might as well take advantage
do one of two things.
of the wisdom while it sur"Either it levels off or an
rounds us.
attraction begins, whether it's
Today I am wondering
physical, emotional or spirituabout boy-girl relationships.
al," he said.
Everyone I know either wants
If there is an attraction, the
a relationship, wants out of a relationship needs time tQ gel.
relationship,
is looking to
"They can test the attraction
improve a relationship or is by spending time together and
confused by a relationship.
seeing each other in various
And I am too. So what is nor- situations," he says.
mal?
Problems in relationships
I asked Glenn 0. Jenson can arise because of horfrom the department of Family mones.
Life. He is a professor who
Jenson said, "once people
teaches mostly graduate class- introduce physical intimacy it
es in Family Relations. He has might taint the acquaintance
a Masters in Sociology and a process."
Ph.D. in Social Work.
This is because people
First, I asked Jenson about focus more on the pleasures
the different stages a relation- (like the kissing and the snugship goes through as it devel- gling) than on getting to know
one another better he said.
ops.
"It's hard to say how all
Of course problems will
relationships go," he said, come up in any relationship.
"because every one is differSo, what do we do?
ent."
Jenson says that communiBut there are some general cation is the key.
stages in relationships, begin"In a relationship, you can't
ning with the acquaintance
not communicate," he said.
In other words, it's impossistage.
"This is when people start ble to not communicate.
"Even if you're mad and
checking each other out,"
refuse to talk to your partner
Jenson said.
There is a lot of small talk - that is still communicating
to find out what the other per- something," he said.
Jenson suggests we focus
son is about.
on "warm and good" commuHe says if the relationship
survives this stage, the couple
nication the kind that
will begin to feel comfortable
makes the other ferson feel
talking about lots of different good about himsel . This is the
things, and they will talk a lot. type of communication that
The next stage begins when builds.
the couple starts to care about
On the other hand, he says
how the other person really communication that tears peo-

for people with special hearing
impairments. They did have
assistive listening devices, so
they kept their earplugs in and
used the assistive listening
devices at the movies to see
what it would be like Foley
said.
,
"I like them to do their normal activities to see what it is if
they run up against challenges
what kind of assistive technology would help them," Foley
said.
Almost all of the students,
when they write their paper on
the experience comment on
the challenges imposed by different disabilities such as how
much longer it takes to accomplish different daily activities
and things they would not be
able to do without assistive
technology, she said.
·one of the most frustrating
things was trying to eat," Lake ,
said. ·1 couldn't tell where the
food was on my plate. I couldn't tell if it was on my fork and
it took so long and I was so
hungry.
"It has helped me to become
more aware that it would be
difficult for me if I were to go
blind or deaf tomorrow. Often
times, people who have these
impairments are so used to it
or they were born with it they
adapt so you don't think of the
everyday challenges."Lake said.
"It gave me a greater sense of
awareness to the difficulties
they go through and the things
they rise above but also just as
far as what we can do to help
to make life easier for them not to take away their independence."

Who is getting hurt anyway?
BWNT
CoMMENTS/ Brianne Lunt

... on the LSAT and now I'm going to my
1st- choice law school! I recommend Kaplan
to anyone who wants a high score."
- Rafael Castellanos
University of Chicago Law School '02

Class starts March 25. Call to enroll!

KAPLAN
®
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword:
kaplan
'LSAT is the registered trademark of the Law School Admissions Council.
.. Performance comparison between Kaplan's diagnostic (a real LSAT) and an actual LSAT exam .
_
Rafael's score should not be taken as an indication of what the average student or students in general can expect to achieve.

Kaplan gets you in.

We all
rec o g nize the
clicking
sound of
a skate- board
r o 11i n g
- .-......:.._....c..a
down the
sidewalk. There has always
been controversy if they are a
potential
danger to USU
pedestrians.
We al I know that Logan
isn't like San Francisco,
where there are places to
skate on every corner. One of
the half-decent
places to
skate in Logan is on the USU
campus which means there
will be a large amount of the
skateboarding
community
riding on campus.
Officer Steve Mecham of

the USU Police Department
explained that people almost
being hit and damage to
property are two of the maj_or
problems.
Some of the damages to
school
property
include
chipped steps, broken windows and some cracked
benches.
Officer Mecham explained
that the dangers skateboarders create on campus is their
high speeds and lack of control.
Students think otherwise.
"I see people running to
class that could do more
damage to someone or something than a skateboarder
crusin' down the sidewalk,"
USU student Brett Miller
said .
He also emphasized that a

person can hear skateboarders coming up from behind,
which makes them safer than
other forms of transportation
on campus.
In late February, a group of
kids on skates were stopped
by a group of campus police.
Mecham exp lain ed that one
of the kids took off and
almost got hit by a car as he
zipped off Old Main Hill. He
was finally caught on 450 E.
500 North and was given a
$25 fine and was arrested for
interfering with an officer.
Skater Quinn Millet said
that being hassled by cops is
a regular occurance no matter where he goes on cam pus. Skaters have countless
stories of having to run from

JumptoSKATE.
PageZ
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Threading their way
into hair removal

CAREER NEWS

Usha Cupta, of Usha Salon,
is one of 3altimore'sreigning
masters.
Give.:;upta five minutes
and eig'ltdollars and she'll
threadaway those errant hairs.
It'll tate a little longer and cost
a littl! more in both pain and
cashfor the upper lip and
chir.
'.'he exact origins of threadinf are difficultto trace. Some
p(()ple.including Nikogosian,
s.y it began in the Middle East.
Others,among them Gupta,
,uggestit was brought to India
by the Chinese more than two
thousand years ago. Most
agree that it's been practiced
here for at least 10 years.
Any practice that involves
ripping hair off your body is
bound to smart a little.
·waxing is a quick pain,"
Unwanted body hair can be removedin an old processoriginating
saysTerrelleGray, an Usha
in the Middle East using a piece of thread to pluck hairfrom the skin.
devoteewho livesin Northwest
Baltimore.Threading is a staccato pain more akin to tweezing.as the hairs are removed
almost individually.
No matter what the agony
factor,practicallyevery client
eagerlybooks her next
appointment before she
departs.
Some beauty consumers
might be concerned about
hygiene,as one end of the
thread is held in the aesthetician's mouth.
·u(the thread) is long
All-American
enough and the fiber is not a
cotton, it should be OK as long
as that area is kept away from
the skin,"says Lisa Donofrio,
M.D,,assistant clinicalprofessor of dermatologyat Yale
Univ~rsitySchoolof Medicine.
And, reusing a thread is a no-

TANI\RAIKENBERG

The 3altimcreSun

¼omengo to great lengths
to co111bat
facialhair. They
pluck,waxand tweeze. Nowthey caneventhread.
ThistrendyEastern alternative - ,vhichuses a looped
thread to yank out hairs at the
root - is an alternative to
other )ear-medievalmethods.
·rn a convert,"says Linda
West,41.who has come to
Usha BeautySalonin Parkville,
Md., t,J get her eyebrows
threaded."I'lln~verhave them
waxedagain."
It mightjust be a matter of
time until threiding becomes
even hotter thm waxing.
"Waxingis cbout cutting ou.
your pattern," 1aysJane
Larkworthy,bauty director fJr
Jane, a fashionand entertaiLment magazire. "Threading-is
each hair by eich hair. It's
more artistic."
The threarer.holding one
end of the thead tautinher
mouth, playsthe part of cosmetic cowbo•,lassoingcut
each hair wih the looped ends
of the threa1.
Narine Nkogosian,of the
hip Ole He1riksenFaceand
Beauty salcnin LosAngeles,
says threadng has its perks. It
doesn't pul the skin and is
good for tle circulationof tre
face,she gys.
Threadng is also chernietl
free, is m)re precise and cm
remove lairs too short to te
waxed avay.
The rowing praise am.
media a:,out threading C(,incides wih the current ol:session witheyebrows.Big-:creen
brows- sexy,arched, dtfined
Jumpto lHRfAO.
PageB
- are allthe rage.

SKATE
Conti7ued from Page ~

~
,1 •
_3
1h
policemen in avooance of
getting fined or losing a
skateooard .
There is nothng worse
than not being ,ble to do
what you love in a welcoming environment to be
herded out of p3rking lots
and off of buildng terraces
just because yJu have a
skateboard.
"Skaters min.1 their own
business," Leslit Burningham
said-.
They are atlletes practicing their spor. They aren't·
thieves or drui dealers. They
are just kids ti at want to do

f eafuring:

www.usu.edu/career

Thanksto all Student
Hostsandmembers
of
the BusinessCouncil
for making
CareerFair2000
sucha success!

Eclipse

March 25, 8-llpm
TSC5kyroom
Pick up your free fickefs of the fsc info. center

what they love, skateboarding.
Some people feel threater:i,ef<J
, gy s~t~qoan;frr~ AP.P
tend to treat them as criminals.
We all have parked our
cars in an illegal spot or broken some other kind of
school policy. We still treat
ourselves like human beings,
so why can't we treat skateboarders with
the same
respect?

.

.

,, .

···-~

Utah State

~

University

Bookstore

Student

Art Show

EXHIBI TION OF WORKS

Brianne Lunt is a
communications major
who is angry with the way
society is run in general. If
you would like to complain,
e-mail her at
blunt411@underwriters.com.

Spring
fashion
Showf I
,w

UtahStateUniversity
~.,_.._
FashionGroup
r
.
Presentstheir
•:tif.. .... .. AnnualFashionShow
Entitled

~
_L,
.. -__

-

~--.:.:•:•··
(

__,.

'

"Reel" ashion
Fashi~;::~•spired
fro.lffl'J.'"'
'lt,ies!

ShowTi.mes:
Fridly
March
24,2000 ~
Jl:30a.m.
FREE!

7:30pm.$3.00perPerson
Refreshments
Served
Ticke5forSaleattheDoor.

r

MA,RCH 27
Awards Reception:

lllahState
UNIVE"SITY

BOOKSTORE

APRIL I 200()

4 PM, Monday March 27 at the USU Bookstore
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spring
Rose
Special
1 Dozen Roses Arranged
.Just $29. 95
• ..

~Hey

Fred's Flowers
41 North Main
Logan • 752-6242

aEl[.iii]

llllliM.

--

Cinderella ... ,

Slip into PlatinumJ

141 N. Main
752,7149
~~iJll..,-:=!"'_,~r..
........
--------------
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Webbing helps students learn and develpp
bmYWAX
The Was/zin/011
Post

kttchillgNotes
*1/IIWMIv • .,.,,,,,_4 -..u,.,«illl •

At a tiny desk coveredwith crayons and
folders,EmilyButler's notes erupt in dashes
and circlesand sketches,forming what
resembles a giant spider web.
She plops the title of her story in a circle: "Alice the Penguin and the North Pole."
From there she draws lines shooting out in
every direction to describe the plot. "The
bad guy steals baby penguin."one line
reads, next to a picture of a stick figure
hauling away a bird. ·south Pole developer
wants to buy North Pole,"says another
line. When it's all over,the third-grader at
Glebe Elementary School in Arlington,Va.,
has a cluttered diagram that twistsand
turns and hiccups with the story's main
ideas.
To the uninitiated, Emily'sdrawing
might look like doodling. But she is practicing something called "mind-mapping,"a
technique for taking notes and organizing
thoughts that is being taught in a growing
number of classroomsat all grade levels.
For students whose learning style is more
artistic than verbal, mind-mapping is a
more effectiveand appealing way to absorb
and conveyinformation than writing conventional notes and outlines, educators say.
·some kids,you can tell them to list
something 15 times and they won't do it,"
said Denise Renirie,a teaching specialistin
the FairfaxCounty,Va.. school system."But
when you show them the mind-map, they
will rush to complete it. A good teacher will
show them both."
Reniriehas introduced students of various ages to mind-mapping, using it to
teach everything from the causes of the
CivilWar to the functions of the cell.The
diagram she uses for the lesson on cellshas
drawingsof trucks marked "transport"and
·substance.·
"Hey, I'm a linear person,"she said,
laughing. "It doesn't make that much sense

litlllJti.t ...._,Mia-'
~.~_m.Jmll,,a

rii(A
4"/Jti\M~•-~-~
* l4.1h,'tiririN. ......
.t ._.,,..__,.

_..

lfltint

--

ttrtwns

--..__

.....
--.
........
-~~·
··-----~~-,.....,~-iirwt~---~*.-.:4•_."'-._,~,..

......,.._,'" r,...c,~.-~

A mind-map, also referredto as webbing,helpsstudents organizetho1ghtsand aids 111der,ta11di11g.

to me. But to many students it's really
easy."
Teachers typicallypresent both mindmapping and the regular style of outlining,
telling students theyshould use whichever
approach feels more natural.
Mind-mapping,a~soknown as ·webbing."was developed by Britishresearcher
Tony Buzan when he was a graduate student at the Universityof British Columbia
in the 1960s and had become frustrated
with his own system of scribblingdown
notes.
·1 felt very limited. I couldn't remember
anything I was writing down."Buzan said.
From his research on the workingsof the
human memory, he concluded that some
minds need visualsand symbolsof associa-

tion in order to rtmember arn organize
facts.
·1 realizedthat Fnear note-tlkinghad
neither of those."Bl!Zansaid. ":OI came up
with the creativechaos of mine-mapping.
It's like a Swissarmy knife for tle brain."
Teachers.saythat webbingisiesigned to
help students only at the stage vhen
they're makingan outline or leaning standard facts.Atliocatesof the techiiquesay
that although ifs being taught mist frequently in elenentary and middJ,schools.
it can help stu<.entsof all ages - ,r. for
that matter, bwiness executiveschrting
five-yearplans cfldfamiliesmakin:grocery
lists. Buzan also ;ecommendswebtng for
foreign-languagestudentswith limred
English.

TH"EAD

ContinLPd
from Page7

no, she cdds.Gupta says ,he
uses a n(W'thread for ev~W
customerand her thread: are
100 perceit polyester.
But wht about more, nm,
sensitive i:aces?Gupta sa5s
threading , done only on 'he
, legs,arm a.d (shudder) the
bikini line, '.)capture peskr
hairs that rfuse to be
·
removed byvaxingor other
methods.
As thread1g gets bigger in
cities such as',.A.,it's only a
matter of tim before starlets
start singing i, praises.
Gupta thins Hollywoodis
definitely read for threading
But she'd like t start at the
White House ~th Hillary
Rodham Clinto, who Gupta
considers an eyorownightmare.
"Please,"she sys,"just let
me go and do he eyebrows."
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Voicesand Views

Statesman
Utah

Now CHOMSKY,
AUTHOR,1992:
"If we don't believe in freedom of

EDITORIN CHIEF

expression for people we despise, we
don't believe in it at all."

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu

n11otes
'n
x.;;;,OTES

Inour

Snacking
habits
Survey participants who
snackat least
oncea day.

40 percent
Survey participantswho
snack more
than twice a
day.

23 percent
Survey participants who
snacka few
times a weekor
less.

r

Tothe

Senator praises
students for
rally at capitol

4 percent
Survey participantswho
said they never
snack.

About

1

numberand student
numberclearlystated.

Paula f. Julander
Senate Democratic Whip
Senate District I

Lettersrepresenting
groups- ar marethan
one indiuuiual- must

Vandals should leave
promotional signs
alone

have a singularrepre-

sentativedearly stated,
with all necessaryID
and ii:zfarmation.
Writersmust wait 21
daysbeforesubmitting
surcessiueletters- no
exceptions.

question, the beliefs of their fellow
students? Whatever the case, their
actions conflict with the open 'marketplace of ideas' that characterizes
USU and which many of us appreciate. To whomever the pitiable, weak-minded vandals
out there are: Get a life and get some respect. People
who can't tolerate freedom of opinion and expression don't fit wel I here.

EDITOR

As a State Senator, I wa'flt you to know how disappointed I am that we didn't fund Higher Education
at the level needed for salary equity and student
body growth; its effects may even ripple into a one
percent tuition increase for students. More imporFindings
tantly, I want you to know how much it meant to
comefrom a
have students from all nine Universities and Colleges
at
the Capitol to voice their concerns about Higner
publicopinion
Education funding.
survey by
It is rewarding to know University students value
a quality faculty and a first-rate education and are
Tupperware.
willing to give their time to better the universities in
•UNITED
PRESS Utah.
Indeed, it was my privilege to join the rally and
INTERNATIONAL•
support the young, energetic and bright leaders of
tomorrow. The students held a rally of immense
importance with dignity and respect. It is genuinely
impressive to know that our students prefer, ;ind are
LETTERS
willing to fight for, the educational standards they
know will prepare them for their future - wnellier
Lengthslwuld be
it's in Utah, America or the international scene.
limitedto 350 words.
It is my great hope that students in Utah will
All lettersmay be sfwrtremain active in the political process, not only durened,editedar rejected
far reasonsofgoodtaste, ing their college careers but will continue their
involvement in their professional careers as well. I
redundancyar volume
also hope that students would not be hesitant to conofsimz1arletters.
tact me if they need any advice or assistance in
becoming more actively involved.
No anonymousletters
I can be reached at the Capitol at (801) 538-1405
will be published.
or via e-mail at julande@le.state.ut.us. I look forward to seeing al those bright, shining faces around
Writersmust signall
the Capitol again in the future.
letters, with phone

Jim Steitz

Student thanks honest
person for returning
sunglasses

Just minutes before leaving for Spring Break, I
realized that my sunglasses (which were a gift from
my wife) were nowhere to be found. I looked everywhere. I have been less than responsible in the past
taking care of this same pair of shades, and they
always turned up somewhere.
But this time I was sure they would not be found,
and certainty not cheap to replace. The only conclusion I could come up with is that I had left them on
campus the week before. I went the entire week
wondering just where they could be, convinced that
if someone found them, they would surely keep
them. With little hope, the Monday following Spring
Break, I checked with the UR lab assistants to see if
someone had turned them in. And to my amazement,
there they were.
I went to class very relieved, and directly after
class, I went back to the lab and found myself writ- SUCKTY
ing this letter. I just want to thank whoever found my
trusty sunglasses and handed them over. (I should
also thank the UR lab assistants again for keeping
them safe in the meantime.)
To some, a simple act of kindness, but I would be
out a great deal if he or she hadn't remembered the
golden rule. Whoever you are, thank you. I owe you
one.

Letterscan be lmnd
Tire 5/nlt'!'lllflll in t/ze

TSC 319,or canbe
e-mailedat
tditm@

Dayne Dingman

Deaf student clarifies
comments made in
Statesman article

A honeymoon for three

INTHEHEADLIGHTS
/ BrycePetersen

By
the
time
I
see
the
VickyCampbell
flashing lights
F£Al\JIIES
EDITOR:
behind me, it's
JustinBerry
four hours past
SPORTS
EDITOR:
my
bedtime.
CaseyHobson
Tired
and
l'HorO EDITOR:
cranky,
I've
UzMnudsley
been
driving
Cof'vEDITOR:
HrolherFredrickson back and forth in Bend, Ore ., for
over an hour.
Wuu:EDITOR:
Apparently, we have a headlight
u111rn
Bellamy
out and it becomes clear why I
EorrORIAI.
l!04RD:
JaredSterzer couldn't see anything in the bliz HrotherFredrick.son zard a couple of hours ago with
DougSmealh lights in my eyes going 20 mph in
LeahCuller front of big Chevys, who still want ed to go 50 mph with their fog lights
and big tires.
Established in 1902.
We ca_n't find the registration
The Utah Statesman
and Bettie can't find her license so
is published Monday,
she tells him our sad story instead.
Wednesday and
The old bum just sits in the back
Friday and is the
and mentions he's hungry and that
official student
Bend is huge and that he thought it
newspaper of Utah
was a little town while the cop
State University.
checks us out on his computer.
The Utah Statesman
It said you were on your honeyis printed on
moon
and to let you go was what
recycled newsprint.
he said when he came back. Even
Ni.w.;EDITOR:

C'mon

sound off

staksmtm.usu.edu

Statesman
STAFF

!u~t:~i_s.
G u n s
have no place on our •
school
campuses.
Those who claim there
is no need for action
because there has been
no tragedy so far are
thinking reactively.
While student representatives at the U of U
continue wandering in
blind innocence, saying there is no need to
protect their students
from guns because
their corner of the
world has yet to experience gun violence, students from elementary
school and up, churchgoers worshiping with
a false senseof security
and countless innocent
citizens across the
country are falling prey
to the violence of a
gun-loving culture.
The Legislature and
schools across the state
need to open their eyes
and realize there is a
problem - a problem
they can do something
about.

Logan, really

It seems that certain deeply insecure people found
it necessary to tear down the flyers advertising March
B's presentation in the TSC Auditorium on Lake
Powell and the issues surrounding it. Why is this? It
seems hard to believe that a college student should
Thank you very much for allowing me to say a few
have that much time on his/her hands that recre- words concerning my deafness and how I was raised
ational, random vandalism is needed.
up in that kind of environment. However, when I
Is it that they must censor and denigrate that read the article, it sounded as though I was placing
which they disagree with? Are they afraid that some
Page18
thought -provoking discussion might alter, or at least ,lumpto UTTERS.

delivered
ar mailedto

JaredSterzer

T h e
struggle
for gun
owners' rights goes on.
This time, there is no
question - it has gone
too far.
Utah legislators have
refused to make it illegal to carry a concealed weapon on the
campus
of
Utah
schools, and although
the University of Utah
Academic Senate has
passed a resolution
making
it
against
school policy to carry a
concealed weapon, the
policy is unenforceable
by law.
The
Academic
Senate voted 57-13 in
favor of the resolution,
stating the school's
position against guns in
schools and churches.
Unfortunately,
the
vast majority of those
voting against the resolution were students.
Besides, they say,
there's only been one
incident in the past 25
years
involving
a
weapons threat on

OPINION

75 percent

EoiTOR·IN<tilEr.
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the Man thought our story was sad. Oregon and far enough from the
This year I found out that Spring mountains to erase all their beauty.
Break can be a real adventure withIt's the beginning of a flat dead
out fear of STD's, alcohol poisoning
drive to Idaho. The beginning of the
or tropical sun blistering skin made road home. The beginning of the
soft and tender by cloudy, snowy end.
days in Utah.
We had just emerged out of a
This year my new wife and I snowy, scary mountain pass and
embarked on a honeymoon /Spring had finally arrived in Bend three
Break full of rain, snow, poor planhours later than we had hoped and
ning, smelly hotels and pizza that imagined. Badly shaken by the
would satisfy the most ardent thrill
day's events and exhausted by the
seeker.
drive , we stopped at the first dive
Our trip was full of surprises we saw hoping to get a quick ,
too many to fit in this space. I will
cheap room and a bed to fall to
omit the Seattle portion, where our sleep immediately in.
pants sloshed with 90 extra pounds
There was only a two-bed room
of water as I bought some worthless left so we decided to hold out for
little muffin to have change for the something cheaper rather than lisbus only to watch it hydroplane
ten to the bump and grind next door
away as I emerged from the store. I while paying enough to stay someam not concerned with the junkies
where nicer. Besides, there was this
across from us when we finally
poor , old hobbling bum that was
caught the bus or the red light I ran being told that the place he was
or tne ferry we missed or the end- looking for was about six miles
less rain or never catching up with
away. He was explaining that he
my friends who live there .
had no money for a cab, he just
Today, I am concerned with
spent $60 on a Greyhound from Mt.
Bend, a sprawling hole of a town
east of the beautiful coast of ]ump to HOND'.MOON,
Page18
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Off CENTER/
DennisHinkamp

March worse sitcoms and obnoxious
13 through sex shows than Fox.
20 is Utah
Christopher Reeves was
B r a i n depicted as being able to walk
Awareness again in a Super Bowl comweek.
mercial. Kind of cool, but I
How do I would
have been more
know? I impressed if they had shown
read it on Ray Charles and Stevie
a Web page, so it must be Wonder playing ping pong.
true. It's too weird to be fake Speaking of actors and musi(www.utah.edu/brain) It has in cians, what's up with leather
fact been the decade of the pants? At what point in your
brain. Dang, I always find career do these start sounding
these things out too late. So all like a good idea? Have you
of you out there who are not ever seen Bill Cates in leather
aware that you have a brain, pants? I think Jerry Seinfeld is
make sure you get in touch the only actor I have not seen
with it this week. Find your with them on. Thanks Jerry, I
right ear and take a hard left. take back all the bad things I
Therein you will find the said about you dating women
answer. I've seen most of y'all 30 years younger than you.
on the new Herald Journal
I heard a political candiSound Off page and I would
date say "What kind of mad
have to say "Way cool."
man would actually use
Ranting is good for the soul. nuclear weapons?" Ummm,
Anonymity is a bonus.
us? Of course, our nuclear
Let me just give you a little weapons are peace keepers. I
more to rant about.
think the Japanese have been
They are serving beer at really good sports about the
Sizzler now. This is sick and whole thirg . Being addicted to
wrong. Why isn't Evan Olsen their electronic gadgets is a
all over this? The family stuff- small reparation to pay.
o-rama is selling fermented
You know, I used to be gay
beverages? What's
next? until my high school hired that
McDonald 's with shots of heterosexual gym teacher. See
bourbon?
how stupid that sounds? If
So far there have been 1.2 gays are out recruiting people,
million applications to be they aren't doing a very good
Utah's "smut czar." Strangely, job . I mean, the U.S. Army
98 percent of the applicants offered me a free education
have been men.
and trips to exotic places and
My favorite junk store that didn 't work. What do gays
downtown has been taken have to offer? A life of ridicule
over by a lawyers ' office.
and Barbara Streisand movies?
Somehow that seems fitting.
People who don't observe
SUV's in the handicapped cross walks should be sent to
parking spaces? How does the island of telemarketers. If
that work?
you want to play chicke n with
To all you trying to write pedestrians, get off your cell
checks and sneak 12 items phone and get your fat butt out
through the express line at the of your car and let's discuss
supermarket: "T hanks for the fitness benefits of walking.
doing your banking on my For one, all of us who walk are
time." You know, I don't think saving gasoline so you can
carrying $20 in cash is going drive indiscriminately. So you
to make you a crime magnet.
should be thankin g us.
Remember when MTV
used to actually have music
Dennis Hin/camp'scolumn
videos as the acronym
appearsevery Monday in The
implies? Geez, now they show
Utah Statesman .
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Logan's
PrrmirrBPanmrnts
.. .-across
thr.strrrtfrom
campus.

720 North 700 East ,:_·
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'

Rig.blights:

. ....•/\

r

b

•Private Bedroom & Bathroom
•Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each bedroom
~~
•2 phone lines in each bedroom
~~-~ '
•Laundry in each apartment (no coins!)
~
•Modem kitchen facilities
O
•C~~le TV jacks in each bedroom J ~ ~ ··•••
•L1vmg Room
......
'-,~~,...,
•No parking hassles
~~...
·
•Air conditioning
~
••
•I~temet Services available
l ·
•Filled apartment Incentive.

,i.

v't-

(

C, •••·

Old
Main
Hill
4

rAi

N.

NOW ACCEPTINGAPPLICATIONS
FORSUMMER& NEXTSCHOOLYEAR!

iresltt1tt& :jtnuekigq fhiuburgq & JA;ig{Jlttuhtr
For more:mformat1on,CallDarla
435-755-8525or 1-800-335-5163

Formore:mformat1on,
CallMax
435-753-2900or 1-888-550-6293

Take part in Mother's
Weekend 2000~
Let your mother knowan excellentpieceof
adviceshe hasgiven to guideyou down life's
path. If your mother'sadviceand your
submissionis best, you'll win a $50 gtn
certificate to spendat the USUBookstore
(perhaps,on your mom!)
Write down your mother"sadviceon the
Entry Form below.Youmay also submit a
photoof you and your momwith the entry.
Bring your form to the USUBookstore.Aggie
Apparel Shop,by 12:00 noon,Thursday,
April 6. 2000.
We'll post your entry in The
Statesman on Mothers Weekend,
April 14, highlighting the \\'inner.
Additional Contest lnformallon: USUBookstoreManagementwill select the winning entry. Bookstore
employeesand immediaterelatives are not eligible to win. TheUSUBookstorereservesthe right to reject,
edit, or shortenentries for reasonsof goodtaste, or volumeof responses.
Entry Location: USCBookstore.TSCLower Level
AggieApparel Shop
Additional entry forms are available at the

Deadline: 12:00 noon,Thursday,April 6. 2000

ltahState

usuBookstore.

UN IVERS

Photosmay be claimedon or after April 17th at the AggieApparel Shop.
Photosnot claimedby April 30. 2000, will be discarded.TheUSU
••• ~o~~s~o~e.
i~ ~o: ~e:~o~s.ib·k·
f~r.l~s~~r.d~~~g~d.~h~t~s:••••••••••

BOOKSTORE

~ ••••••••••••••••••••

Entry Form: Print legibly or type
Mother, have I told you the best adviceyou ever gaveto me was...
in black ink. Limit wording to the
spaceprovidedbelow. If you submit
a photo.write your nameanclyour
mother'snameon the backof the
photo and attach to this form.
Your name:
First _________

Last _____

_
_____

_

Phonenumber_ _____

_

Mother's name:
First _________

_

Last __________

_ For additional information,call 797-1639.
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USU Chess Club,
Humane Society
hold meetings
this week

SoclAL ULENDARING WITH ANN / Ann

675 East 600 North

PAGE

we

Ah,
have

a

I

I

returned
a f t e r
Spring
Break.
I
hope you
all had as
much fun as me. London was
awesome - the British were
the great pilferers of their
time and their museums are
GREAT! So is the West End.
But anyway, on to more
important matters your
social life! There is a pretty
full moon out tonight - so
you could go practice being
a true Aggie.
People are back on campus. They are ready for a
social invite. They are looking for things to do AFTER
class (and sometimes instead
of class). Be brave, invite
someone to an event. Just
pick one thing and go - if
even by yourself. Life will be
better because you did.
Wednesday - The Cache
Humane Society is having its
March meeting at 7 p.m. in
the Whittier Center, Room
290. Find out how you can
help animals. Everyone welcome.
Or go and sign up with
the Logan Rec center for its
Spring
Ultimate
Frisbee
leagues. Cost is $10 a player.
Call
750-9877
for
details.
.
Better yet, become a Boy
Scout leader. The city sponsored troop is looking for
leaders (great if you speak a
foreign
language!)
Call
Carlos
at 752-6662
for
details.
Thursday Go see the
film Cod's Army at Movies 5.
It's by a Latter-Day Saint

Bluemlein

return missionary filmmaker
from BYU about being a missionary. Might be good.
A socially active reader
informed me of this great
social event: The USU Chess
club has returned. It is not
for nerds anymore - hot and
smart people have been seen
at this
club.
It meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5
p.m. in the Taggart Student
Center 3rd floor by the student council offices. Look for
chess board. New people of
all playing levels welcomed.
Friday The Cache
Children's
choir is doing
Noah's Ark at 7:30 p.m.
tonight and Saturday. It does
cost $5, but I bet if you go
late you can get in for cheaper. It's for a good cause and when else can you see
150 kids acting like animals?
(Don't answer that).
Go from 3:30 to 5 p.m. to
the Folklore Room at the
Merrill
Library and meet
Andrea Graham who is a
professional folklorist being
honored on campus. She is a
wild horse expert. Probably
free food.
Or go and do some star
watching tonight (great snuggle -potential date here). Any
place high up is good to get
out of the city lights.
Saturday A vacation
day! If only they came more
than one a week. For fun
tonight try night skiing at
Beaver, pool at the TSC or a
rousing game of Twister
(check Deseret Industries for
great games cheap).

Ann Bluemlein achieveda
life-goaland saw the Rosetta
Stone last week. If you want
to know how it looked,e-mail
her at slzk7@cc.usu.edu

New devices
to revolutionize
the nation
l<.mE'SKORNER/
KadeMinchey
Inventors

or wait a few weeks to comm it their crime. Therefore,
blessed us making gay people everywith
yet where safe.
another
This is such a good idea I
new tech- would like to suggest that
no Io g y;
inventors come up with a
this one is Demogar. That's right, a
said
to tracking
device
for
revolutionize the gay populaDemocrats. Think of all of the
tion,
it is being called
wonderful benefits this would
Gaydar. Have you heard
bring . Let me name just two
about this? Paul Harvey, syn- of them for you.
dicated newsman,
brought
First,
the
government
this to my attention a few could
distribute
these
weeks ago.
Demogars to all the homeless
Harvey
said that the people. Think of it the
Gaydar is this little device
nation's
poverty
problem
that looks somewhat like a could
be
solved.
The
beeper, however, instead of Democrats are always saying
phone numbers appearing on that they are the only com a liquid crystal screen, the passionate people in the
Gaydar has flashing lights,
country. So, it must follow
beeps and vibrations
that
that they are the primary
occur when another homogivers to panhandlers.
sexual is in close proximity.
With Demogars the homeI think this is a wonderful
less panhandlers wouldn't
invention. Gays and lesbians have to waste half of their day
no longer have to wonder
begging to "conservatives."
about the social repercusThey could use this new techsions of hitting on a person of nology and hone right in on
the same sex if that person is the people that "care" about
straight. Rather, they can just them.
signal in theirfotential
mates
Second, this could solve
without all o the worry of "Hillary's"
(the N.Y. senate
committing a social faux-pas.
candidate) problem as well.
For their (gay people's)
See, Hillary held a news consakes, hope that gay-bashers ference a few days ago where
don't get their hands on one she condemned
the New
of these Gaydars . That could
York police department and
create a legitimate need for the mayor of New York for
hate crime legislation. So, being insensitive. She said,
perhaps the Democrats can referring to Mayor Giuliani,
pass a law that requires the "the leadership of this city
licensing and regulation of refuses to reach out."
these Gaydars.
I think I am going to send
this article to Hillary's camI am sure the legislation
would go something like this: paign headquarters, so she
can take into consideration
If an individual has committhe advice I am about to give.
ted more that one hate crime
Hillary, you need to jump
against homosexuals,
then
on this idea of the Demogar.
that person will have a twen(Don't worry I will only
ty day waiting period before
they can legally purchase a charge 30 percent of the profits for using my idea). This is
Gaydar.
what you do: get your husThis
law
would
then
require gay -bashers to either
Page18
buy their Gaydar on the street Jumpto GAoc.E:rs.
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DSW Partners
Candidates
or

one

of
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with
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C 2000

EURO RSCG/DSW Partners.

hosting
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$5,000

Art

THE

best

an

open

creative

Direction
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for

competition
or

portfolios
Entry

scholarships.

DSW ADVERTISING

$10,000

any
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Copywriting
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Marketing

student
marketing
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advertising.
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

=~-?:~;r~
_ J,,,ack~_B
...
M,,Ull!ll~e::I!
797-1775FAX:797-1760

Wednesday,March22
♦The deadline for ASUSU
HASSSenator has been
extended until March 24,
noon. If interested please
fill out a candidate filing
form in TSC Room 326.
♦ "Life is Beautiful"7 and

9:30 p.rn.TSC auditorium.
♦ "Public Lands
Management for the Next
Millennium",March 22. 7
p.m. ECC Rooms 205-207.
♦ Alumni Forum 10:30
a.rn..FamilyLifeDining
room.

Thursday,
March23

of HPER.

DilbertscoTTADAMS

♦ Convocation

h

speaker
Edith Yotoko-Villanueva
12:30p.rn.TSC
Auditoriumw/luncheon
after in Center Colony
room
♦ Fun run 5 p.m. in front

• WAU March31 5 pm ticketavailableNOW in USU

Ticketoffice. Luau Dress RehersalSaturday@ Weber.9 am.
MANDilDRY.Next week is PolynesianWeek.Come join the
activitiesand contestson the TSC Patio everydayat 12:30.
• Pride!
Alliance
speaker,
JimMartin PhD for Western
Universityof Health Sciencewill speak. He is currentlyconducting researchin Utah on the relationshipbetween biologicalfactorsand sexualorientation.
• PlumQ-eek Marketing
will be interviewingMarch 24 for
an Industrial HygieneInternship.Contact Career Services
797-7777to sign up for an interview.
•Toe Bureauof Land Managementhas internshipsavailablein Archeology,LawEnforcementNatural Resources.
PhysicalScience,RangelandManagement Recreation
Planner,and WildlifeBiology.Contact Career services7977777 for information.
• Dr Donald Bloswick.USUMechanicanlEngineeringDept
willpresent an overview
ofergonomics.
March 25, 10 a.m. to
2 pm. TSCRoom221.$4 for lunch and handouts. Contact
Kent Muhlesteinslmp5@cc.usu.edu.
•SuperSaturday
ServiceProject.
March 25, 9 a.m, Institute,
IDSMAActivity
. free childcarewillbe providedand free
continental breakfastwillbe served.Wear your workclothes
to make wooden toys for needy childrenand childrenin
hospitals,and helping the elderlyin the community.

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

r:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::-,e-----------u,--::~:::::~~==---,
A FUTURE ME BUILT
A TIME MACHINE
AND CAME TO HELP
ON MY PROJECT .

Friday,March24
♦Vittles and Fiddlersor
♦ International Tea party. RealMen Cookingfor the
March 24, 3:30 p.m..TSC Whittier Community
third floor
Center. 5 to 8:30p.m., $10
♦ Friday night free dinner
per person.
&l movie, "Farand Away",
beginning 6:30 p.m., 1315
E. 700 North.

F.Y.I.

KNOCK IT OFF'
UNLESS YOU WANT
TO I-IEARTI-IE£'TORY
ABOUT"VEAL"AGAIN.

•The FamilyLifeCenter Freeworkshopon howto
buya home.March 25, 9 a.m. to 2:30p.m. Pre-registration is required.753-5696
• HelpStressTesttheQUADStudent Information
System.March 27.8 to 9:45a.rn., WIN PRIZES!
Look
for more informationin the Statesmanartide March
22.
• PeerAssistantto assistwith generalacademic
advising;workwith advisors.Must have completed1
year at USU;beable to maintain confidentiality,
minimum 3.3 GPA.Good interpersonalskills.
•JoinSTICKS/
Volunteer1 to 2 hours a week to
tutor in schoolsthroughout the valley.For more
information,stop by the servicecenter.
•Summer credit workshops- Need a couple of
extra creditsto graduate?Check out SummerCredit
worltmopsin the bulletin,for a quick wayto get
those needed credits.Stop by ECCRoomW3 or contact Sonya 797-0462.
• Applicationsnow availablefor the CarlT. Degener
MemorialSchoLmhips.
Three scholarshipsavailable
to Juniors majoringin French.German or Spanish.
Applicantsmust have a GPAin the major of 3.7. Pick
up an applicationMain Room204. Deadline:April7,
• Applicationsnow availablefor the Jean
Inness
Scholarship.
One scholarshipis availableto an
upper-dassman majoringin French (or Spanishif
there is no acceptablecandidatein French).
Applicantsmust have a 3.0 GPA. Pickup an application Main Room204. Deadline:April 7. 2000.
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ASSIGNMENTS
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A FinalLook:
BIG WrsrTOURNAMENr.

SPORTSEorroR

The Statesmanrecapsthe Aggie's
road to victory.Pages16 and 17.

797-1762
sports@statesman.usu.edu

Almost!

USU
Softball

endspreseason
9-17,looksto
BigWestplay

Aggies fight hard against
defending champs UConn

MR.ON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

down the court at times.
Not only did Connecticut's pressure give Utah State (28-6) trouble
when trying to get the ball across
It wasn't the way the Utah State
the half-court line, but it also
University basketball team wanted
forced the Aggies out of any offento end the season, but the Aggies
sive rhythm. allowing the Huskies
put up a good fight against the
(25-10) to build a 15-point lead in
defending national champions.
the first 20 minutes of the game.
Behind 14 points from both
USU missed eight of its first 10
junior guards Khalid El-Amin and
shots of the game, and
Albert Mouring, fifthcould have been down
seeded University of
UCONN
by even more had it
Connecticut was able to
not been for its specget by USU, 75-67,
tacular free throw
Friday in the opening
shooting. For the
round of the South
game. the Aggies
Regional in
Game MVP:
buried 11 of their 12
Birmingham, Ala.
In hisfinal USUgame. attempts.
In the process of
Troy Rolleled allscor·we got a little
advancing to the second
ers
with 18pointson 5- nervous. in the early
round (which they evenof 9 shooting.
going," said Aggie assistually lost, 65-51, to the
tant coach Randy Rahe.
fourth-seeded
Key Stat:
The lone senior
University of Tennessee
Connecticut
out
on the USU squad
Volunteers) the Huskies
reboundedtheAggies agreed.
also were able to snap
31-20
·we were mostly
the Aggies' 19-game
stunned," said forward
winning streak, which
Turning point: Troy Rolle, who led the
was the longest in the
Aggies with 18 points.
nation at the time.
USUstruggled
early.
No defending chammissingeightof itsfirst ·once we got going, we
relaxed a little."
pion has lost an open10shotsof thegame.
That was evident
ing round game since
TheAgg_ies
neverrecovas Utah State was able
the University of
ered.
...
to cut into the UConn
California at Los
lead before halftime, as
Angeles in 1996, and
it went into the break down only
the Huskies made certain it wasn't
10 points, 39-29.
about to happen to them as they
To start the second half, the
handed the Aggies their ninth
Aggies got the ball and continued
straight loss in the NCAA
to cut into the Husky lead as they
Tournament.
began the final 20 minutes on an
·we created the tempo of the
8-0 run, sparked by back-to-back 3game we wanted," said UConn
pointers from Rolle and sophomore
head coach Jim Calhoun. rI
guard Tony Brown.
thought pressure was the key eleAfter cutting the lead to 39-37
ment."
following a layup from Daniels,
And full-court pressure is what
Connecticut called a timeout, then
hurt the Aggiesin the earlygoing
missed on its next shot once play
of the contest.
resumed.
UConn was able to' get the ball
Although the Aggies were able
out of junior guard Bernard Rock's
to grab the wayward Husky shot,
hands many times throughout the
first half. forcing junior forward
Jumpto NCAM,Page16
Shawn Daniels to bring the ball
WADE DENNISTON

Senior Sport:.Writer

After a 14-game road trip
that included two tournaments and one doubleheader,
Aggiecoaches believe their
team is ready for Big West
Conference play.
Utah State University (9-17)
competed in the National
Invitational Softball
Tournament in Sunnyvale,
Calif., the Capital Classic
Tournament in Sacramento,
Calif. and played a doubleheader at St. Mary's College,
in Moraga, Calif. The Aggies
went 5-9 over the Spring
Break road trip that included
seven games against ranked
teams - one of which was a
4-0 victory over Texas A&lM
University.
. ·we are capable of playing
top-25 teams: assistant coach
Kim Oslschlager said.
The USU Aggies defeated
Texas A&lMin a game where
sophomore pitcher Kristin
Hommel threw a six-hit
shutout. Senior first baseman
Sandy Taylor got the Aggies
started on the right foot by
driving in two runs on her
20th career home run.
"Texas A&lM was an incredible game: head coach Pam
McCreesh said. ·we got some
key hits. That's what they are
capable of every game."
But that wasn't the case for
USU in every game for the
Aggies on the road trip.
They started the trip a little
slow, only taking one of five
games at the NIST tournament. The Aggie offense managed to score more than one
run in only one of those
games, the 4-2 win over Kent
State University where USU
held off a late Kent rally.
USU lost to the University
of Nebraska, 4-0, the
University of California (who
were the eventual champions
of the Sacramento Tourney),
4-1, University of Wisconsin,
3-0 and Arizona State
University, 4-1.
The Aggies rebounded
March 14 to sweep St. Mary's
in a doubleheader, 3-0 and 73. Freshman Xochitl Ramirez
pitched a six-hit shutout in
the first game. USU then rode
out a six-run lead to a victory
in the second game.
The Aggie bats finally
caught fire as five of the first
six USU batters reached base.
Freshman standout hitter
Stephanie Vasarhely went 4for-7 in the two games.
McCreesh said that all five
starting freshmen have stood
out because they have to.
Utah State then traveled to
Sacramento for their final
stop. The Aggies dropped two
close games to San Jose State
University, 8-6, and Middle
Tennessee State University, 56, before scoring the win over
Texas A&lM.
Eventual tourney runnerup University of Oregon then
smashed the Aggies twice,
once in pool play, 13-0 and
once in the first round of the
championship bracket, 9-1.
USU recovered to edge
Southeast Missouri State
University 2-1 in the consolation semifinals before succumbing to Nebraska for the
second time in a week. 7-0 in
the final.
·
Positives to take out of the
trip?
McCreesh said the team's
pitching is more consistent
and the defense did well, but
the hitting is still a little inconsistent. But she said she is confident the team will continue
to improve going into this
weekend when they begin
their Big West season at New
Mexico State University.
USU's first home game is
scheduled for April 1 against
the University of the Pacific.
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Skying in the air, junior point guard BernardRock (10) cuts through t-c.1Jo
Nevadadefendersin the

Big West tournament.Rock struggledto only two points on 1-of-7shootingFriday.

In Withthe outdoor,'.'
out with the incJoor
for Utah State track
Lance Thurston jumped 6
Sports Writer
feet. 10 inches1in the high
jump placing 16th.
Two out of three isn't
Senior Marcus Morgan ·
bad.
finished eighth in the mile
. The Utah St~te tJniversity with a time of
track team competed in
4:.14.78. Morgan rolled his
three meets over Spring
ankle atthe beginning of
Break: Nationals, the LOBO
the race but finished with a
Multi-Decathlon and
respectable time.
Heptathlonand the U.S.
Senior Jacob Puisley fin- .
Collegiate Track and Field
ished first .inthe decathlon
Series.
and set a personalrecord by
The team stumbled in
earning 7,138 points.
Fayetteville, Ark., at the
Freshman Joel Johnson also
Nationals meet, but
set a personal record and
rebounded for the next two.
earned second-p}ace with
USU decathJetes took the:
7,049 points. Sophomore
top three spots. in the LO.BO Brad Bair finished third at
1;f meet in Albuquerque, N.M.,
the. multi~event with 6.144
" and brought home 10 firstpoints.
place finishes at the U.S.
In heptathlon competiCollegiate meet in San Luis
tion, senior Denise Jewkes
Obispo, Calif.
set a personal record w'ith
USU sent just three ath4,527 points for a thirdletes to compete at
place finish. Also setting perNationals on March 11.
sonal records at the event
James Parker placed sixth
were sophomore Marie
with a toss of 67 feet, 7.5
Jorgenson (4,030 points) and
inches and earned his fifth
senior Kristin Hoffmann
All-American title in the
(3.988 points).
weight throw.
On March 10. senior
JumptoJMCK,
Page14
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Aggies place 2nd 1n BigWest
LYNNmE

HOFFMAN

Sports Writer

After only narrowly edging
a win against Boise State
University earlier in the season, the Utah State
Univ~rsity gymnastics team
lost the Big West
Championship to BSU for the
second year in a row.
Beam antagonized the
Aggies in the first rotation,
and nothing they did was
enough to match BSU's score
of 196.225. Still, USU pulled
together for the remaining
three rotations and finished
strong, with 194.250, just
ahead of California State
University at Fullerton's
194.2. The University of
California at Santa Barbara
was fourth with 191.550.
When senior Jessica Porter
sprained her ankle in the
beam warm-ups, the team
became tentative, said assistant coach Mark Lee.
That tentativeness turned
into four falls. with only
senior Christy Denson and
freshman Tina Ellis staying
on with solid 9.825s.
Porter came back with
9.825 on bars, and will be
ready for the upcoming
regional meet in Minnesota.

Kristen Fargo performsher beamroutine Saturday night in the Big

West Championships.USU was forced to count two falls on beam.

"She's just a key person for
us on beam, not only because
of her ability on the balance
beam. but also because of
her leadership ability." Lee
said. "It kind of deflated the
beam workers a little bit
when she was unable to compete."
Yet the disappointment

from beam did not carry over
to other events.
·we had an enormous let
down. and at that point we
were tentative," Lee said. "But
the rest of the meet was brilliant."
"It was really hard to see

Jumpto 81GW£St
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New head coach Dennehy opens spring football practice
UTAHSTATEUNMRSITY

Athletic Media Relations

New Utah State football coach Mick
Dennehy welcomed 86 players to the
first day of spring football practice on
Monday. The group of players, included veterans, mid-year junior college
transfers, high school signees, who had
not enrolled in the fall and walkons.
The first day of practice went a little

more than two hours and took place
inside USU's $4.4 million Stan Laub
Indoor Training Facility.
·rt was a good first day," Dennehy
said. ·r think one thing that is obvious
is that we have a lot to clean up. We
threw out a lot of new material."
Dennehy. who is beginning his first
year at the helm of the USU program
after four successful seasons at
Montana, is known for his high-pow-

ered offensive attacks. The first day did
not exactly impress him however.
·we didn't throw the ball like we
wanted to and we didn't catch it like
we wanted to," he said. "It will be fun
to go in and look at the film and see if
our impressions are accurate."
Overall, Dennehy was pleased with
the enthusiasm of the practice.
He noted that there was a lot of conservatism on both the players· and

coaches' parts due to the newness of
everyone.
"The enthusiasm was good."
Dennehy said. ·rt was as spirited as
you would like to see without the pads
on."
Utah State will continue spring
drills this week on Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday. Spring practice
will conclude with the annual
Blue-White game on Friday. April 14.
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INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNOS

At the U.S. Collegiate Track
& Field Series over the weekend, the USU men's team
won the meet over Brigham
Young University. California
Polytechnic College and
Sacramento State University,
TUITION FINANCING
TRUST SERVICES
while the women's team
placed fourth.
Top performances on the
men's side came from a number of freshmen. Bruce
McCannel set a school record
and personal record in the
triple jump with a leap of 49
feet, 5.5 inches and a personal
record
in the long jump of 23
Call111for
feet. 8 inches. Both marks
tax-Qrl111s earned him second-place fincalculator ishes. Neil War finished first
in the javelin with his throw
of 210 feet, 4 inches - a personal record.
Josh Sides set personal
records in the shot put (56 2.25), hammer (173-11) and
the discus (157-6) earning second, third and fourth place
respectively.
Earning first place finishes
for the Aggie men's team
were James Parker in the
hammer (200-03) and discus
IT'SEASYTO
SAVE
MORE
THROUGH
(185-11), Dave Hoffmann in
THEPOWER
OFTAXDEFERRAL
the high jump (7-0.5), and
Lawrence Ringwald in the
400-meter (47.65).
5102,068
In women's action, junior
567,514
Shae Bair won the pole vault
Tu-.,.rrNYYings1ftrrt11u
■ Aftrr•lJ.l smngl
and provisionally qualified for
the NCAA Championships
541,232
with her jump of 13 feet, 0.25
inches. Sophomore Kristi
531,933
Conors set a personal record
in the 400-meter with a first
513,052
place finish of 56.96. Also
$11,609
earning a first place finish for
the Aggies was junior
30YEAR5
11YEAR5 21YfARS
Charlotte Wahlin in the ham-
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One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
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Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAsgrow undiminished by taxes
until you withdraw the funds.1 Add to that TIAA-CREF
's solid
investment performance, bolstered by our commitment to
keeping expenses low, and you have more money working
for you.
So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement
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today with tax-deferred SRAs. We
think you will find it rewarding
in the years to come.
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Bruce McCannel competes in /he triple jump at the Reno championships.He set a USU recordlast weekat the U.S. Collegiatemeet.

mer with a toss of 182 feet, 10
inches .
Other top finishers included Sandra Reategui who finished first in the 200-meters
(24.32) and third in the 100meters (12.16).April Fisher set

a personal record and finished third in the javelin (13808). Holly Brimhall finished
second in the mile (4:39.01),
and Andrea Jeppsen placed
second in the 60-meters
(7.93).

Jazz rally to whip Nuggets, 96-85
SALTLAKECITY (AP)Karl Malone scored nine of
his 28 points in a 19-3 gameending run as the Utah Jazz
defeated Denver 96-83
Tuesday night for their 11th
win in 12 games.
Nick Van Exel hit a 20-foot
jumper to put Denver up 8077 midway through the fourth
quarter before the Nuggets
went cold. Malone hit a base-

line jumper and a three-point
play in a 9-0 run that gave
the Jazz an 86-80 lead with
2:56 to play.
Antonio McDyess hit a free
throw before Jeff Hornacek
hit a 3-pointer and then fed
Bryon Russell for an emphatic
fast-break dunk to make it 9181 with 1:59 remaining.
Malone hit 10 of 11 free
throws and grabbed 10

rebounds, Russell had 16
points and Hornacek and
Howard Eisley added 12
points each for the Jazz. who
shot 72 percent in the fourth
quarter.
McDyess led Denver with
25 points and 12 rebounds
while Keon Clark scored 19
points. Van Exel had 13 assists
but scored just 8 points on 2
of-12 shooting.

Defenseman's
swinggetshimbannedfor IOgames
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.
(AP)- The NHL issued a
zero-tolerance policy against
irresponsible use of the stick
on Tuesday. suspending New
Jersey Devils defenseman
Scott Niedermayer for 10
games for hitting Florida's
Peter Worrell over the helmet
with his stick.
The ruling, which will sideline Niedermayer through the
Devils' first playoff game,
comes a month after Boston
defenseman Marty McSorley
was suspended for the final 23
games of the regular season
for hitting Vancouver 's Donald
Brashear on the side of the
head with a two-handed
swing.
McSorley's punishment was
the harshest in NHL history
but even that could not repair
the embarrassment the league
suffered from the attack in
which Brashear received a
serious concussion that sidelined him for the season .
While Niedermayer's attack
against Worrell late in
Sunday's game against the
Panthers didn't seem as
vicious as McSorley's blindside
hit on Brashear, he was
assessed a match penalty for
attempting to injure. The
league then showed on

..

Tuesday it was not going to
tolerate it, even from a usually
mild-mannered player.
"Mr. Niedermayer is a firsttime offender, a factor that
was considered - as were all
the elements of the incident,"
said Colin Campbell, the
NHI.:s executive vice president
and director of hockey operations . "That consideration
does not change the essential
point here : A player has to be
held accountable for striking
an opponent on the head with
his stick. We are determined
to eliminate the irresponsible
use of the stick from our
game."
The suspension will cost
Niedermayer $152,343.74,
with the money going to the
Players' Emergency Assistance
Fund. He will miss the final
nine games of the regular season and the opening playoff
game.
The length of the suspen sion surprised Niedermayer,
but he said he is more than
willing to accept the penalty if
the league was making a zerotolerance statement.
"I don't have a problem
with that," he said. "The stiffer
the penalties. the better. There
are a lot of things that go on
on the ice that shouldn't.

81GWEST
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that happen." said sophomore Megan
oolstenhulme. "but we knew we had to pull
it together. Part of that was just to prove that
we are a good team and we can compete like
we know how to."
Christy Denson defended her all-around
title from last year, finishing the last home
meet of her career with a score of 39.525. just
off her career high, which is also the school
record. She tied the school record on bars .
with a 9.975 win, and was named the Big West
Gymnast of the Year. Denson debuted her
double layout on floor and placed second with
9.925, behind BSU's Tiffany Weston.
"Denson threw one of the best double layouts I've ever seen," Lee said.

lob Direct. comQ.Z=:>
Where students and employers click!

..

Somehow. that has· to stop,
including my situation.
"If they are going to be
consistent and have punishments like this. that's fine with
me at long as they are consistent with it and make it part
of what they do," he added .
Niedermayer and Devils
general manager Lou
Lamoriello felt the suspension
was not consistent with previous league precedents . Both
noted that a similar stick incident earlier this season involving San Jose defenseman Jeff
Norton against Devils forward
Claude Lemieux resulted in a
four-game suspension.
"As we all know, we had a
recent incident," Lamoriello
said. "It has caused a lot of
attention. As to how much
influence this had, I really
can't answer."
Niedermayer had never
previously suspended in eight
NHL seasons , but he knew
that was going to end because
of the incident in the Devils'
5-2 victory.
Worrell and Niedermayer
came together along the side
boards with 1:45 to play.
Worrell, a 6-foot-6 enforcer
for the Panthers, appeared to
elbow Niedermayer in the
face.

Freshmen Kristen Bloom and Erin Maguire
added a pair of 9.9s. and Stephanie Huff
scored 9.85, helping the teaJJl earn a 49.325
on floor.
The Aggies also had a solid showing on
bars, not having to count a score below 9.8.
Woolstenhulme. who has improved steadily
from meet to meet, vaulted better than ever,
and tied BSU's Breanne Holmes for the win.
Woolstenhulme·s 9.875 was a career high.
After an average first vault, she was motivated
to improve .
·
·1 felt it in my run that it was going to be
good." she said.
The Aggies will continue to train for regionals. where they will have an opportunity to
advance to nationals should they place in the
top three of the six-team field.
·we stand up well against every one of
those teams. If we can put together a quality
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Oldsmobile, Official Cars for
NCAA® Championships

GX

Congratulations on making it to this year's NCAA Championships.
To celebrate, get money toward your purchase or lease of a new Oldsmobile
with special easy financing for college grads.* Plus, no down payment when
you purchase and no monthly payment for 90 days on eligible purchases.

start

some th i n g'· 0

STARTING

AT

$17,340.00
MSRP**

I d s m o b i I e.

For complete details, 1.800.964.GRAD.You must be within 6 months of graduation or have graduated within the past two years from a 2-year or 4-year college. Certificate program students are not eligible.
ou must take retail delivery from participating dealer stock on or before 9/30/00 and apply to GMACfinanced purchase. GMACmust approve. Length of finance contract limited. Minimumamount finance
,equired. May not be combined with other targeted offers. Monthly payment deferral not available with GMAC
Smartlease "'lor SmartBuy•'. Finance charges accrue from date of purchase. "GMAC"is a registered
ervice mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation. **Tax,title, license, registration and optional equipment extra. The NCAAand its member institutions promote sponsorship in all of its Championshps.
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Aggies sweep Big West tourney
AARON MORTON

Assitant Sports Editor

RENO,Nev. - An undefeated Big
West Conference and Tournament
season may have looked easy from a
distance. It wasn't.
"We've never been a dominating
team," head coach Stew Morrill said.
"{We'vebeen) finding a way to win
close game after close game after
cl0se game.·
The Aggies capped off their march
to an undefeated regular season and
a tournament championship something no other NCAA Division I
team did this season - with two
close victories over Eastern Division
rivals.

Utah State 71, New MexicoState 66

A Dimitri Jorssen dunk and a Troy
Rolle steal put the icing on a remarkable season as the USU Aggiescame
from behind to win the Big West
Conference title on March 11.
It was the usual even-scoring affair
as all five Aggie starters hit double
figures in scoring. Jorssen stayed out
of foul trouble to lead Utah State
with 15 points and five blocks. His
reverse dunk in the closing minutes
signaled the end was near for NMSU.
But the Southern Aggies didn't
give up and some late 3-pointers kept
the game close.
"They weren't giving up," Shawn
Daniels said. ·we had to wait for the
horn to go off {to celebrate)."

Utah State 69, Nevada 64
Despite some spirited play from

the University of Nevada, USU gutted
yet another road win in the semifinals of the BWC tournament.
The win extended the Aggie's road
winning streak to nine - something
that will be carried over to next season.
"That was like a lot of road wins
this season," Morrill said.
The Aggiesnever dominated their largest lead was only eight. But
they did lead almost the entire game.
from the 15-minute mark on.
Bench long-rang~ bomber Curtis
Bobb gave the shot in the arm the
Aggies needed. He led all Utah State
scorers with 14 - four 3-pointers and
two free-throws.
·1 was just fired up, ready to play."
Bobb said. "I'm glad my team could
get me the ball."

A few moments in time at Reno
NE.VER
BEHIND/AaronMorton
A

are just a few.

sparse crowd on ESPN
The Co-MVPs
quickly looked a lot more
Daniels and Troy Rolle
The Aggie fans
lively when the USU fans were honored as the tourIt was something to rushed the court after the nament's
Co-MVPs.
I
u s u behold, listening to the championship game.
instantly wondered how
f a n s loyal, travel-weary Utah
Merri II showed concern hard it would have been to
and I State University fans battle that the next BWC tourney choose an MVP. How can
w i t - the local Nevada crowd. will be farther away, in anyone choose the best
nessed The Lawlor Events Center Anaheim, Calif., next year. player on this team - a
something very rare over seats 11,140, but only
"The fans have been fab- team so unselfish on the
the Spring Break. Not even 5,753 showed up to watch ulous and I know they're court that if you looked up
the early exit in the NCAA both semifinals - at least just as delighted as we team in Webster's next edition, you would likely find
Tournament could erase 1,200 of them were USU are," he said.
it listed there.
the memories from the Big faithfuls.
And what looked like a
The Press Conference
"They have been the
West Tournament. Here
The first words out of most unselfish group I've
head coach Stew Morrill's ever been a part of,"
mouth after winning the Morrill said. "We don't
Big West?
have egos, we just have
"I'm happy. It's hard to guys that are good men."
imagine
what
But, congratulathese kids have
tions to Roile, the
accomplished. I'm Morrillwas team's
senior
leader
and
not sure it will
ever
happen carriedon the Daniels,
USU's
again."
"power
point
shouldersof guard."
Morrill hit it
right on the dot. thefans to the
Try to remember
The Celebration
rim to cut The
that this is a team
post-game
that was predicted down thenets jamboree
that
to place only as
ensued
on the
high as fourth in
court was some... to the
· the BWC Eastern
thing that even the
chants of
Division. But they
non-basketball fan
went on to win all
could enjoy. It was
19
conference 'Stew! Stew!' great to see fans
and players jumpgames
they
ing up and down at
played.
center court. Morrill was
The Championship Game carried on the shoulders of
Upon
returning
to the fans to the rim to cut
Logan, I, with some down the nets - this time
friends, watched the tape in Reno - with chants of
of the final game against "Stew! Stew!" in the backNMSU. That was almost as ground.
It will be hard to forget
thrilling as watching it live
in Reno. I didn't have to sit Athletic Director Rance
high-flying
on pins and needles - I Pugmire,
Morrill or Curtis Babb's
could enjoy the game.
The highlights were fab- backfl ip before collecting
ulous: Was the best one his Big West Champion.
Dimitri Jorssen's dunk with award.
"It's just
hard
to
7:08 left in the half? It
Morrill
told
stunned the ESPN com- believe,"
reporters while in the mid~ mentators so much that
dle of the crowd.
~ they showed five replays.
But I think a lot of fans
"' Or was it Shawrt Daniels'
~ block of a New Mexico believed. I know I did.
.... State 3-pointer with Rock
Aaron Morton is the assisfollowing up his missed
tant sports editor of the
~ lay-up? Or the intensity of
Statesman. He welcomes
Ray who stopped Aaron
comments at
Brodts' hook shot at the
This Dimitri Jorssen dunk put the championshipgame away and
slzqr@cc.usu.edu
halftime buzzer?
brough USU fans to theirfeet. He led all scorerswith 15 points.
dozenhu nd re d

Aggie players celebrate with the the Big West Championshiptrophy.
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The Cinderellas have taken over
FINAUNE
/ WadeDenniston
All was
well at the
Big Dance
after the
opening
rounds
I a s t
Thursday
a n d
Friday.
The higher seeded teams
were winning the games they
were supposed to, and the
wicked stepmother wasn't
allowing Cinderella to come to
the ball.
Sure, there were three
lower-seeded teams (No. 11
Pepperdine University, No. 10
Gonzaga University and No.
10 Seton Hall University) that
won first-round matchups, but
look at the teams each played.
Pepperdine took on sixthseeded Indiana University,
amidst all the turmoil surrounding head coach Bobby
Knight, and crushed the
Hoosiers, 77-57. The Zags
ousted the seventh-seeded
University of Louisville (7766), which couldn't win a

game away from Freedom Hall
if it wanted to. And, the Hall
used a driving layup from
point
guard
Shaheen
Holloway to send the seventhseeded University of Oregon
packing in overtime, 72-71.
But can we really say
Cinderella has arrived at the
dance with these three teams?
Probably not, unless we do
it in later rounds.
Several times Cinderella
seemed to be gearing up for an
appearance at the ball, only to
be brushed back by the evil
stepmother.
Let's take a look at those
teams that nearly rode their
magic pumpkin to. an upset,
earning them the distinction of
Cinderella.
No. 13 Southeast Missouri
State University pushed No. 4
Louisiana State University to
the limit, falling by just three,
64-61, in a West Regional
game in Salt Lake City.
It appeared as if No. 15
Northern Arizona University
was on its way to knocking off
second-seeded
St. John's

University, but a turnover at
the end of the game sealed the
Lumberjacks' fate, 61-56.
And what about those 12thseeded Sonnies from St.
Bonaventure University?
St. Bonaventure overcame a
13-point second-half deficit to
No. 5 University of Kentucky,
only to have the Wildcats pull
out a gut-wrenching double
overtime victory, 85-80.
It really looked as if
Cinderella was going to arrive
at the ball riding on 12th-seeded Butler University's carriage.
The Bulldogs led the fifthseeded Gators from the
University of Florida by one
point in overtime, with a
chance to go up three with two
freebies from LaVallJordan, an
83 percent free-throw shooter.
However, Jordan, who had
just rejoined the team last
Thursday night following the
death of his great aunt, missed
both charity attempts. Florida
got the rock into the hands of
Mike Miller, who hit the game
winner with a short shot in the
lane after receiving a pass on

the left side of the key
with about three seconds left.
But, oh how the
upset bug was alive
and well in the second round though.
Two No. 1 seeds
(Stanford University Finding the open court, BernardRock (10) leads the breakagainst New Mexico
and the University of State. Rock, at times, lookedbetter than BWC first-teamerBilly Keys.
Arizona) were dismissed from the ball
champions, the University of make it into the Elite Eight, it
rather rudely as the University Connecticut, by five points.
will have to get by No. 3
of North Carolina .and
This year's team is basica lly Oklahoma State University
Wisconsin University, both the same one as last year, and and its flashy point guard
seeded eighth, sent the the Zags can make a serious Doug Gottlieb.
Cardinal and Wildcats home run to this year's Final Four if
With the absence
of
early.
they can get by Purdue Holloway , who injured his
Still, there was no sign of University on Thursday and ankle early in the game with
Cinderella.
the winner of Wisconsin and the Owls, the Pirates could be
However, her first appear- LSU, Saturday.
in trouble with the Cowboys.
ance came in Tucson, Ariz.,
But Gonzaga isn't the only But watch out OSU, perhaps
thanks in part to Gonzaga's Cinderella team making it to that's what Temple thought
heroics over the Johnnies.
the Sweet 16. Behind the 26- when SHU's senior leader
The Zags were able to point performance, including went down.
defeat St. John's, 82-76, seven 3-pointers, from Ty
Let's hope midnight doesn't
Saturday, enabling them to Shine who was filling in for the come too soon on these final
make their second consecutive injured Holloway, Seton Hall Cinderella's.
Sweet 16 appearance.
beat second-seeded Temple
Last year, Gonzaga barely University, 67-65, in overtime
WadeDennistonis the senior
missed a berth in the Elite Eight on Sunday.
sportswriter of the Statesman.
as it lost to last year's national
He welcomescommentsat
In order for the Hal I to
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No Aggie bored 1n Reno
Players,
coaches
found
funoutside
of basketball
WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

RENO, Nev. - "The
Biggest Little City in the
World."
That's the slogan for
Reno, Nev., which offers a
variety of different activities for everyone to enjoy.
If you are an avid gambler, there are hundreds of
casinos offering slot
machines, blackjack tables
or even a sports book.
Not into gambling?
Reno still has a lot to
offer, whether it be golfing,
skiing, dining, visiting the
National Bowling Stadium
or National Automobile
Museum. Whatever it is,
there's always somethiAg to
do.
So, when the Utah State
University basketball team
wasn't on the court winning its second Big West
Conference Tournament
championship in three
years at the Lawlor Events
Center on the campus of
the University of Nevada
March 9-11, what was it
doing for fun?
"With us not having
transportation to get
around anywhere, there's
not too much you really
can do: said Aggie junior
forward Curtis Bobb. "You
can hang out in casinos,
but you don't really want
to do that because then
you start losing money. If
you're not winning, it's not
fun:
But, Bobb said he didn't
shy, away from trying his

luck at the many gaming
opportunities.
·r gambled a lot." he
said. "I won a few. The first
couple of days I was losing,
but then the last night I
was there I was making a
little (comeback)."
However, Bobb wouldn't
want to make gambling an
everyday occurrence.
"I wouldn't want to live
there just because of the
gambling," he said. "I'd
throw away my scholarship
gambling:
OK. so when the team
wasn't trying to cash in at
the casinos, where were
they?
"A lot of us ... went to
Circus Circus, played
(some) video games, and
just talked." Bobb said.
"There wasn't too much to
do, but we found things to
do. Circus Circus was about
the most fun thing we
could do."
According to secondyear assistant coach Don
Verlin, the players were
allowed a certain amount
of free time where they
could go to casinos if they
were of age, spend time
with family members or
. play video games.
The rules for this trip to
Reno were no different
than when the Aggies
played there on Feb. 10, or
when they went to Hawaii
in November.
Verlin said the regulations that governed the
team were laid out at the
start of the year .
. And ther(~ jusJ one. phi- 1

NCMs
Continuedfrom Page13
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they weren't able to do anything on
the opposite end of the court as they
turned it over to El-Amin, who
] lobbed a pass to Mouring, converting
..... for a 3-point play putting UConn
back in control by five points .
~
USU wouldn't die as Daniels converted on a basket at the other end,
but El-Amin answered back for
Connecticut with a 3-pointer .
The Aggies made several small
runs in the final 10 minutes of the
game, but could never get close
enough to the Huskies to pose any
real threat.
"(We)just couldn't quite get over
the hump in the last eight minutes,"
Rahe said.
Rolle said the game could've been

j

Bernard Rock ( I 0) tries to protectthe ballfrom the reachof Billy
Keys.Rock, like many playerstried to pass the time in casinos.

losophy the coaches like to
follow.
"If you treat them like
men." said Verlin, "they'll
act like men."
OK, we know the players had fun in their free
time, but what about the
coaching staff?
·we watched film the
whole time." said Verlin,
who has been with head
coach Stew Morrill for
seven seasons. ·our fun
wa getting ready for the

a different story had Utah State
played the type of ball it typically
plays.
"If we come out and play our
game," he said, ·we could have given
them a run."
Daniels was the only other Aggie
to join Rolle in double figures as he
dropped in 17 points on 7-of-12
shooting from the field and 3-of-4
from the free throw line. Junior center Dimitri Jorssen added eight, but
the duo of Rock and Brown could
only combine for five points.
The starting backcourt for USU
was only able to combine for 2-for-14
from the field, seven assists and eight
turnovers.
Brown was just l-of-6 from
beyond the arc.
"(Brown)was a focal point (of
Connecticut's defense)," Rahe said.
As a team, the Aggies hit on nearly

next opponent:
Verlin said the coaching
staff spent all of its time in
the ·war room," a place
where the coaches get
ready for the upcoming
opponent when playing on
the road.
Although it was still
work, the coaches didn't
mind it at all, as was evi- ·
dent by the outcome of the
Big West Tournament.
"That's what we consider
fun; Verlin said.

46 percent of their shots from the
field (22-of-55), but allowed the
Huskies to shoot 48.3 percent (28-for58). UConn was also able to outrebound USU by a margin of 15 boards.
·we were really struggling to
rebound the basketball." said Utah
State head coach Stew Morrill.
The fight the Aggies put up was
impressive to Calhoun.
"USU is a very good team," he said.
Even with the loss, which capped a
remarkable season for USU, one in
which many records were set, the
Aggies have nothing to hang their
heads about.
And ending the season in the Big
Dance is something Utah State can
use to build on for next season .
·a was a good experience." Rolle
said of his teammates. "It's a good
thing to have under your belt for
next year."

(Left) Head
coach Stew
Morrill is car-

riedoff the court
during the postgamefestivities.
Many fans
chantedhis
nameas he finishedcutting off
the nets in the
LawlorEvents
Center,in Reno,
Nev.

(Right) Aggie
fans spell 011t

USU's record
againstBig
West teams
during the
Aggies' March
11 win over
NMSU. About
1,200fans made
the trip from
~ Logan.
!!
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STUDENT

HAIRCUTS~
Good with Chelsea B.. Katie, Lindsay
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NATO
saysU.S.jets useddepleted
uranium
roundsin Kosovo
CAREER NEWS
http://www.usu.edu/career

Industrial Hygiene
Juniors & Seniors!
Plum _Cree~M?,rketing, Inc. will be
1nterv1ew1ngon campus
Friday, March 24th
for an internship position.
Come to Career Services for more
information. and t~ sign up for an
mterv1ew.
Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777

GENEVA(AP)- U.S. jets
used 31.000 depleted uranium
rounds - about 10 tons of the
munitions - during the
Kosovo war, a U.N. task force
said Tuesday, citing confirmation by NATO.
Some specialists believe the
rounds. which have been used
as far back as the Persian Gulf
War, are environmentally
harmful, especially when people and animals inhale the
dust that forms when the
shells disintegrate on impact.
Target zones hit by depleted uranium - known as DU
- should be marked and children kept away from them,
said Pekka Haavisto, head of
the U.N. Environment
Program·s Balkans Task Force.
Haavisto said NATO's confirmation that it used DU
should not cause alarm, but
conceded scientific knowledge

Nokla5190

Minutes**
75+250
600+500
800+500

S/Month

wffkMClmln.

min.
Wffkend min.
w-end

$19.99
$39.99
$69.99

"Localcallingareaildudes Utah,Idaho
,
Colorado,Wyomlng

FREE
DIGITAL
PHONE!

$29

FREEWeekends
FREE
CallerID..
FREEVoiceM1lltt
1st incomingminuteFREE**

S99,ratail

CALL
512-6535

FREEi
$69retail

550 N Main Suite #217
FacePlates,Cases,
CarChargers
$15ea.

Annualagreement
requiredforfree
1•1eekends,
OAC,newacllviation
required.

cles.
In New York, U.N.
spokesman Fred Eckhard said
the ammunition's use did not
violate any international conventions.
In the past the U.S.
DefenseDepartment has
robustly defended the use of
depleted uranium - a dense
metal which provides
enhanced armor-piercing
capability - saying the rounds
pose no more health risk than
conventional anti-tank
weapons.
The U. N. task force said
the World Health
Organization was preparing a
generalreporton the health
effectsof depleteduranium
and that the RoyalSociety,

Britain'sacademyof science.
was prof;iucing
its own inde-

pendent study.
NATO secretary-general
Lord Robertson wrote to U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
on Feb. 7,acknowledging that
DU rounds were used during
last spring"s air campaign
against Yugoslavia.
He said the ammunition
was part of the A-lO's standard load, meaning that they
were used throughout Kosovo
on about 100 missions .
The major focus of the
operations was an area west
of the Pec-Dakovica-Prizren
highway, in the areas surrounding Klina and Prizren
and north of a line between
Suva Reka and Urosevac,
Robertson said. But he added •
that many missions used DU
in other areas.
The round, Robertson said,
uses a byproduct of the uranium refining process.

lmERs

Continuedfrom Page10

Continuetl
fromPage9

band to buy a whole bunch
of these things and distribute
them around the state of New
York.
That way, whenever the
Republican
leadership
is
being insensitive to the poor
and underprivileged people
of the State of New York they
can just
activate
their
Demogars and you can personally rush to their aid. No
longer will you have to worry
about the cruelties that the
Republicans are causing to
New Yorkers.
Ahhh, think about what a
world it would be if we had
the Demogar. The government could track down and
ensure the needs of all. I am
sure even George Orwell
couldn't imagine the consequences.

all the other deaf people on a lower pedestal level and
putting then, in a "not good enough" scenario. That was
not wnat I intended to say.
What I meant was some of us have benefits in different
ways. To some, English is their first language while others
it is ASL. Whatever the benefit may be, you need to use
that to your full capacity and share that with others. That's
what I meant by reaching your potential.
It said in Monday's article that I worked really hard to
learn how to talk and then compared and related that principle to other deaf people who let their deafness become a
stumbling block in achieving their potential. I happened to
have a benefit to be able to talk. On the other hand, some
deaf choose not to talk and some just simply can't.
Because they don't talk doesn't mean they're not living up
to what's expected of them. They are making a difference
with their talents and skil Is in a way that most other people couldn't do otherwise.
I've learned that closeness is a matter of communication, communication is a matter of understanding each
other, and understanding comes from a willingness and a
desire to associate and know one another. By putting forth
a little physical and mental exertion into understanding
each other's culture and background, this world can be a
better place. -

Justin Osmond

The Utah Statesman.

INC:

$1000 up front

KAMPUSKORNER
800 East 900 /'\'orth, Logan
Private room with private bath
Shared room with shared bath
Fireplace
Fully furnished
Priv-,te cable and phone
Air conditioning
Laundry

Covered parking

WOODROSE
780 North 700 East, Logan
Private room with private bath

Fully furnished
Air conditioning
L:iundry
Private parking
Private cable and phone

LOGAN

fired by A-10 aircraft in
attacks on Serb armored vehi-

GmGETS

KadeMinchey's politicalcolumn runs every Wednesdayin

LOGANP
PE~ENIBNT

of its effects is limited. He said
he was unable to estimate the
number of people exposed.
'Tm very happy that this
spring we have got finally
from NATO the information,
but we would have been more
happy if we could have had
this information already last
summer," Haavisto said.
A set of NATO maps of
areas where the munitions
were used "is not precise
enough to make field assessmen ts," Haavisto said. He
noted that U.N. experts last
year carried out measurements in Kosovo, but found
nothing because the exact
locations were unknown .
Pentagon spokesman Air
Force Lt. Col. Vic Warzinski
said the figure of 31.000
depleted uranium rounds is
the Pentagon's best estimate,
and that the ammunition was

PRO
MGf. INC.
150
400 NOIITTI,LOGANUT 84321
OFFICE(435)752-5003 FAX (435)752-5956Sec at 360house.com/utltppm
Cd'.C:.nni::,LI

HONEYMOON
Continuedfrom Page9
Shasta, Greyhound took all of
his money and he couldn't
afford to pay $38 for a room
and he couldn't afford to pay
for a cab.
Often cursed by the disease
of the Good Samaritan, I soon
found that his huge golf tote,
which was loaded down with
smelly bags full of heavenknows-what was inside my
car, pinning him against the
door. We were off, looking for
his hostel. It's just up the road
about five or six miles, he says
and here's the address and she
says this road should take us
there.
Ten miles, a constant
stream of jabber - I thought
this town was little, it's huge. I
was at Three Sisters years ago
and it's small. I thought Bend
was small too, but it's huge. I

ltahState

can't pay $;38, the hostel is when I see the flashing Iights.

$15. Imagine $36 just for a
bed. Greyhound won't budge.
I pay them $60 for a ride from
Mt. Shastaand then they just
drop n,e off and send me on
my way with no money and
nowhere to sleep - and not a
single thank you later we're
stopped at a pay phone looking at the map of Bend.
He is still crushed inside of
the car arid Bettie and the car
keys are with me. f'm not worried because I don't think he'll
run very far with my valuable
stash of dirty socks, not with
his horrendous limp.
I'm calm and enjoying the
moment of peace while locating, on the map, the road
wl,ich will end the madness
for good. But soon we're nearly back to the hotel where we
found him and we didn't see
any of those stupid roads and
by now our friend is just sitting
in the back seat listening to his
head phones while we fret and
worry about w~ere his stupid
hostel is, why we can't just go
to bed and what we've done to
deserve this.
We decide to turn around

Thank goodness the ,guy"-was
understanding, we could have
been there forever.
Anyway, we found the road
and drove the wrong way for a
few miles like Utahns looking
for numbers that move in an
orderly fashion away from a
center point. Finally, someone
we asked gave us useful directions. He said it's five blocks
past the turnaround, on your
left, just before the Circle K. If
you hit 14th Street you've
gone too far. Easy, straight-forward directions, the only kind
worth having .
So at the hostel, when the
bum asked for my address, I
gave him easy, straight-forward directions to my friend
Steve's house and told him to
drop by anytime he wants to
do some laundry, take a bath,
help himself to anything in the
fridge, take a crap in a real toilet and make himself at home.

BrycePetersenis a journalism
majorand a writerfor The
Utah Statesman. Comments
can be sent to
breezelybruin@yahoo.com

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

We're cleaning house and passingthe sa~ingsto you.
Come one, come all to the I st ever USU Bookstore

GRADUATING
SENIORS
25°/4- so%- 75°/4~
SToREWIDE
SA\JltJGS
OGet your Co-Curricular
Transcript Today!!

Just in time for Graduate School
Application or Resumes!!

A week of BIG discounts, March 2.0-2.4
Get your hands on marked-down items including books,
supplies, clothing and more! Spring clean1ngcloseouts
in every department!

OKeep a record of your
experiential involvement
while at USU!!
The Co-Curricular Transcript provides students

with a way to track the skills and training they have
teamed in areas of leadership development. It can
be used like an academic transcript and provide
information to future employers, etc.

Pick one up today in the

Student Activities Office
~art
Student Center 326.

'
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•EVEN
MORE
CARTOONS
TOTIQ(LE
YOUVIGTIME!!

DanGibsonG1eeLeGuTs CharlieRooR1oues
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SOLlCITING
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Left
Coast
RAEsioE

For details about off-campusjobs, see the
job board a1 TSC 106 or visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.

Statesma
Ltah

USU's
Student
Shopping
Center

Blsu Ofra/AIY,

797-1775
or 24/7at797-3359

~usu.edu

www.statesmanusu.edu

Classified
advertising
deadlines
areoneworking
daypriorto the daypublicationis desiredat 1O
a.m.Costper submission
1s1Ocentsper word
St minimum. Reducedrates for quantity
111sertions
areavailable.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and AggieExpressare also acceptedfor
payment. Use 797-3359to place phoneads.
Advertisers
shouldcarefullyreadthe classified
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or
classified. TheUtahStatesmand1scla1ms
all
liabilityfor anydamagesufferedas a resultof
any advertisement in this newspaper.
TheStatesman
hasauthorrty
to edrtandlocate
any classified advertisementas deemed
appropriate.

HELP WANTED
FREEDINNER
AT RUBYTUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
9:00P.M.
LIVINGSCRIPTURES
SUMMERJOB

EARN$10,300+

J

team playerswho enjoyworkingwrth people.
wecurrentlyhaveposrtionsopenforwrapartist. Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
Flexiblehours,greatenvironment.Pleasecall Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of startersand
NewYorkBurma512-5265.
alternators.We haveour own tow truck. Call
7 53-1776
or stopinat 303NorthMain,Logan

*Internship credrtsavailable

PLEASE NOTE

rl I

*Get paidwhatyouareworth ,
*Representa productthatteachesvaluesand
c~angeslives

*Earn tnpta Cancunave;Christmas

*win fullturtionscholarship
*Gain valuablewaneexperience•

DIAMONDS

*Rent subsidyduringsummer

Diamondsdirectfrom the cuttersof Antwerp NCOMETAX PREPARATION
20% discount
Belgium.For the bestpnce on diamondscan or studentsCall258-2332
Geneat 752-7149

*Work wrthreferrals,
nodoorta door
JaredHokanson
750-5612

FOR SALE

$1500weeklypotenti&I
mailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720

$6000permonthprocessing
govt.mortgagerefl.flds fromhome No experience
necessary1•
888-649-3435
ext. 104

Get 1non the E-commerce
boom, startmaking
moneyoverthe Internet.
Jesse563-021
O

..,

Loseweigh1,Feel
Great
appetitecontrol.tons
of energy
.manyplansto
choosefrom.www.allaboutweightlass.com

t0764,Yardwork,$7/hr
#0763,SummerStories SeriesIntern, USU
credit
t0762,DayCampInstructor,$100/Wk
t0624,Tralnernn1ervener/Companlon,
$7/hr
#0212,Housework,S5.15
t0482,Custodian,$6.75/hr
#0585,Manager& Servicerof Vaccuums,
t0628, Customer Service Representative, #0411,Part-timeAccountManageror Sales
S7/hr
Person,$7-9/hr
t0772,DataEntry,S7/hr
t0759,DaycareProvider,$8.5-10/hr
t0675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director, #0760,Billing/AccountingAssociate,$6/hr
$2,000/TL
#0928,Driver,see below
t0802,Handyman,S6/hr
#0756,UmpiresNeeded,$10.35/gme
#Ont, OfficeWork,$7/hr
#0755,HousePainting,5.15
t0768,PartyCoordinator,S6/hr+com
#07'i7,AssemblyTechnician,Negotiable
#0770,Cook,$6.50/hr
#0758,AdvertisingWriter,Neg.
t0727,LabTechnician,6.501hr
#0754,SalesClerk,S5.50/hr
t0769,OnCampusRepresentative,
#0752,EmroideryOperator,Negotiable
10765,Receptionist,S7/hr
t0750,AggregateLab Tech,S&'hr
t0401, OfficeCleaning,$6/hr
t0767, Summer Swimming Instructors, #0751,LocationManger,Negotiable
#0305,YouthCounselor,$7.50/hr
$6/hr
t0766, Outdoor AdventureTeamLeaders, #0749,Babysitting,$3.00/hr
#0746,Nannyin_NewJersey,Neg
BOE

JEWELRY

Certrt1edJC Millenniumcut diamonds.88
2-5 yearsof schoolleft? Spend$10-25,000 facets.CallJoel Nelsoncollectin SLC801-278•
rentingor buy our 2 bedroommobilehomefor 5230\JnelsonObr.state.ut.us
$9,500. pad fee + util. on1y$245per month,
washer,dryer,shedandmorelCall797-6875

GreatsummerjobnearYellowstone
NatlOllal
Park!Retailclerksneededfor gilt/rock
shop.
Sendletterof interestto : LeeSloan,RareEarth
Unlimrted.
P.O. Box193,WestYellowstone,
MT
59758Websrte:
RAREEARTH
Owyellowstone.com
1998 DodgeDurangoSLT. Top of the line,
leather,loaded5.9LV8, like new$23,9997523389DL4368
f

TRAVEL

CARS & TRUCKS

BEFLEXIBLE
•.. SAVESSS
EuropeS239(o/w+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
HawaiiS129(o/w)
Mexico/Canbbean
S209(rll + taxes)
Call:800-834-9192
Nqwf.WitiQg f~ Ail'!-\r18'al\dfull'h!'re.
""'.'-'"'-""i~•~·~,~•-t-1'
www.4cheapa1r.com
are lookingfor'/riendly,mot1v!ilea_r~siiile,c,.
1
'
I rl l,nurnt • ·1
1997NissanAhimaGXE,Loaded,4 door,auto,
excellent
condrt1on
$8,999752-3389DL4368
EurorallPassExperts
www.raildeals.com
Gettonsof FREEstuff•
1996 DodgeRam SLT Sport Extendedcab,
2500discountoffers,rall map&
loaded6 diskCD, newwheelsandtires,must
timetable,Freenight @ The Pink Palaceand
see$19,999OBO(John)752-3389
more1-888-RAILPASS
or raildeals.com

Wt.-----<-':,.,u'""'--''-'"""-'
......

1996 Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof,6
disc CD, averageretail S19,400,must sell
$15,999752-3389
DL4368

ASUSU 2000

ELECTIONS!
The Deadline for filing for the off ice of
HASS Senator has
been extended to
March 24.
Interested?
Get form and info
at TSC326.

1996 SuzukiRM 250 Excellentcondrtion,tao
manyextras10list,mustsee,$3100OBOcall
Mikeat 752-3389

LOOKINGFORA GREATHONEYMOON
OR
VACATIONFORTWO?7 day 6 nightFlonda
vacationandBahamas
cruiseplus2 freeround
tnp airlinelicketsONLY$5751Call79204997
or
emailSLD6M@cc.usu.edu

Is Your Car Ready For Spring?

Bring it to Foothill Wash

* 5 minutes of vacuum time for $1.00
Before you hit the road, give your car a premium
wash In any of our large self-service bays or use
our state-of-the-art Laser Auto Wash.

1400N 1200E~

INSTRUCTION

A laborof Love-ChildbirthEducationand Pro1995 HondaPassport(rodeo)Red, 27 mpg,
loadedCD, V6, autoS12,999OBOJake752· fessionalLaborSupport(Doula)Servicescall
Christina
245-7771
3389DL4368

LOST&FOUND

Blue WaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
Found:Cameracase,& film. At ThiokolS1atic air station.We can takecare of all yourscuba
Flring. Studentof Dr. Redd'?Call to identify. needs.Sales,rentals,andinstructionsClasses
· Lyleat 753-6166
after5:30pm
areyear round,youcan be certifiedin just two
weekends! Group rates available
. For more
info. call752-1793.

FOR RENT

Applications
beingacceptedfor summer/school
year2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr.
at Brooklane,
645East900North#1,752-4824.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MUSTSELL!8 dayFloridatrip,CHEAP!Books,
Closeto campusshareapartmen1
wrth3 other toddlerlays, fabnc,crafts/sewing
items.GREAT
singlemales,4 quietpnvaterooms,kttchen& STUFF!Call753-2595
tile bath,NS,ND,no gins.Off streetparkingbi•
cycleshed,$175/mo.cleaning,securrty,& utility deposrt.Inquireanytimebefore4:30pm,756
INDUSTRIALHYGIENE INTERNSHIPPlum
North600East.
Creek Marketing,Inc. will be interviewing
on
campusFriday,March24th. Cometo Career
Services(University
Inn#102)for moreinformaGREATBARGAIN!
$395summer,$1995next! tionandto signupforaninterview
. 797-7777
.
schoolyear Privatebedroom- mgr at Forest
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642.

PERSONALS

The Bureauof LandManagement
(BLM)has
Greatstudentapartmentrates! Schaalyear/ internshipsavailablein Archeology,Law Ensummercontractsava1lab!e.Call for specials forcement,Natural Resources,PhysicalSc~
ence, Range land Management
, Recreation
753-8128.
Planner,andWildlifeBiology.Cometo Career
Services(UniversityInn # 102) for more info.
797.7777
Lookingfora placeto live?
www.hous1ng101.net
...
Yourmoveoffcampus!

Maleroommate
neededfor privaleroomat Oak•
ridge.CheapRentlIncludes
utilrties.CallJanna
713-6313,

· · t -~
not the showroom.

Buy the rin&

l

••

Better
jewelry,.

USU:StudentEmployment• OFFCAMPUS
Storageunrts6X12,and 12X24fencedwnocked JOBS
gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653

Whyrent when you canown YorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage,first lime buyers programavailable.
Modelhomeat 1800North300West,Logan,or
call755-6699.www.yorkshlrevillage.com

SERVICES

Better.price.

GIA

CERTIFIED DIAMONDS
~\ \.li1J.,,.,
_,,... Dlamon(s

4.........

Internat1onal

www. ·ewe] -direct.com. • (435)753-5619

NEW!NEW!
STIJDENT
EMPLOYME
~
JOB
OFFERINGS

AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN
& SOUND
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
tracks.lLP's
& DAT's
DigrtallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We
Offerthe BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvaiable1n
UtahWithSonicSolutionsNo Noise& CD PreMastering.

ValleyView
APartments
Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

Call

787-2100

PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO~
. I"..:..
EQUIPMENT
.A.
Cassette/LP
to CD=S25
· •~•
Dig~alAudioTapeto CD=S30
,
45-78rpmLP's18track/Reel
to Reel
toCD=S35
All duplicate
copies$1Oeach.
ForMorelnformat,on
CallDave@ 770-2345or
Email~ebmaster@spectrades1gn
.com (Serving
CacheValleySince1976

or All Your Insurance Needs,
Including Studen·t Health

·I[:.lSl:Jrance
·

258-5572

CAREER NEWS
.." http://www.usu.edu/career

lnternsh!PS with the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
in Utah
Fositions are available in:

Archeology
Law Enforcement
Natural Resources
Physical Science
Rangeland Management
Recreation Planner
Wildlife Biology
For futher information on how
to apply for these positions,
come to Career Services.

Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777

#0748,Process:;erver,BOE
#0741,DeliveryDriver,S7.00/hr
#0742,Salesperson,
$175/week
#0743,CeramicMfgEngineer,
BOE
#0745,CleaningPerson,$7/hr
#0740,Sales,deslgnen;,
#0744,Experienced
Cook,Neg
#0553,FoodServiceWorker,S6/hr
#0736,PIT Retail Sales,BOE

~!l.~wl@
~~~wlowl~uf
Kil 'n T1112e~ ~

#0739,Sales Person, BOE
#0693,Manager,Sales,Office, Negotiable
#0732,Models,$10.00/hr
#0731,Childcare,$4.50/hr
#0733, On-side apartment Manager,
Negotiable
#0734,Camp Counselor,7.00/hr
#0735,BookkeeperPosition, BOE
#0737,Sandwich Maker,Neg.
#1073,Graveyard,$5.75/hr
#0331,Merchandiser,S6.50/hr
#0952,Yard Work, S6.00/hr

i

A Paint-Your-Own Pottery Place
that you have just got to try!!!
~
This is easy, creative, and LOTS OF FUN!!! J
Bring a friend, a date, or your family .
!·•
Just come and try your hand
at making your own plates, ~
vases, frames, mugs,
q

r- ~l~t_::,:•
1
I~
1

L-

_:~a
!~t,:,_e~c.: ,

USU: Student Employment - ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
For details about on-campus jobs, see the
job board at TSC 106 or visl1
www.usu.edu.t-studemp.

j:·· ,

DATE NIGHT!

1

Fridays, 6-8 pm

1

~@rufl Studio Fees! I

#C490-98,Dishroom Worker, $5.15/hr
#C235-00,Laboratory Aide,$5.15
#C135-91,Intramural Official, S6 to $8 per
game
IC265-97, Substitute Activity Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C050-94,UndergraduateTeaching Fellow
$5.15/hr
'
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
#C274-91, Applied Music Instructor
Negotiable
'

~

~;5~~.WO
~-S;t;:::
- .J

I.

( next to Sto kes Brothers)

1

752-2529

.f Open M-Th 11am-8 pm • Fri 11am-9pm • Sat 10 am-9p m • Closed Sun

Cache Valley Civic Ballet presents

::J

A delightfulstory ballet
rorthe whole family.

Ellen E«les Theatre
43 S. Main, Logan Utah

...,

Saturday,March25, l :00 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Monday , March 27, 7:30 p.m.

#Cif9:95, Undergrad Teaching FellowMusic Technology,$5.15/hr
#C124-92,Speech Instructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,Tutor, S5.25/hr
#C532-98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
#C335-97,Biological Technician,S5.15/hr
#P017·93,Photographer, BOE
#C263-95,Model(Art Classes),$8.00/hr
#C620-99,Receptionist/Clerical,S5.50
#C396-93,Dispatcher,S5.60/hr
#C101-94,Custodian, $5.15/hr
#C123-94,Custodian, S5.15/hr
#C383-00, Computer programmer/analyst,
$12/hr
#C109-93,YETCStaff, $5.15/hr
#C381-00,Office Assistant, S6/hr
#C382-00,Lab Techncian,56-7/hr
#C380-00, Work In Cap & Gown Office,
$5.15/hr
#C555-98, Undergraduate
Reserach
Assistant, $5.15/hr
#C378-00,Foresty Tech,$7/hr
#C224-99,Food ServiceWorker,S5.15/hr
#P018-93,Writer, BOE
#C3TT-OO,
Cashier,S5.15/hr
#C375-00, Mechanical Drawing Detailer,
BOE
tP068-93,Custodian,$6.00
#C433-96,Flower Team,6.00/hr
#C426-96,LandscapingCrew,S6.00/hr
#C429-96,Mowing Operator,56.00/hr
#C430-96,Irrigation Maintenance, $6.00/hr
#C371-00,Lab Assistant, 6.00/hr
#C372-00,Natural ResourceAnalyst, 9.501hr
#C373-00,Natur11I
ResourceTechnician,
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
#C450-94,Custodian, SS.15/hr
#C402-99,PeerAssistant, $525/sem
#C370-00,Office Assistant, S5.45/hr
#C:364-00,
PreschoolClassroomAide, $5.256.25/hr
#C084-00,Math Tutor ARC,$5.50/hr
#P491-90,Housekeeper,$5.15
#C366-00, ATV Programmer/Ad Sales
Assistant, $7/hr
#C362-00,Lab Technician,S6/hr
#C363-00,Java/HTML'lnternetProgrammer,
BOE
#C360-00,Web Developer,BOE
#C623-98,SaladFood Preparation,$5.15/hr
#C358-00, Undergraduate
Research
4.-To Benson

Airoort

ci

CARSFROM$5001Honda,Chevy,Jeep& sport
utility. Police impoundsand repossessions.
Currentlistings!800-941
-8777, ext. C4798

DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
'Coast to
coastruns'Teamsstart42c-45c'$1,000sign-on
bonusfor exp. co. dnvers.Experienced
drivers
andowneroperators1-800-441-4394
. Forgraduatestudents1-800-338-6428
.

M&WPOLEBUILDINGS:
20'x30'x10',S3044.00
;
24'x36'x10'
, $3920.00; 3o·x48'x10', $556000.
Stallmats4'x6'x3/4'
, S3300. Manyotherbuilding
sizes. Kil, buill, engineering
, financing.Free
brochure.1·888-336-8824.

STARTYOUROWN business!Set your own
schedule.Controlyour own income
. Sell from
your hcxne,at work,throughfundraisers:
Be an
AvooRepresentative
. Call888-942-4053

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14
, $8,236; 50x75x14, $11.003;
50x100x16,
$14,551;60x100x16,
$16,174
. Ministoragebuilcings,40x160,32 units, $16,534.
Free brochures
, wwwsent,neibuildings.com
SentinelBuildings
, 800-327-0790
, Extensloo
79.
PREMIERSTEELBUILDINGS!
Arch, straighlwall, single slope. A smalldepositnowcansave
you thousands!1-800-973-3366
www.prerniersteelorg
2500 N.

• Jensen's

..

Ill

Fuel Injection leaning•
From Jensen's,
___
Your Electrical Specialist!
~ ~
7 53-2521

~

~\e\e Auto Be,-

c~e

www.cvcballetorg

WE PAYCASHfor the remainingpaymentsoo
trust deeds! Mortgages!Annuities!Lotteries!
'Nobody beats our pricing!' 800-490-0731,
ext715www.natiooalcontraclbuyers.com

ADOPT:A HAPPILYmarriedcouplewants so
muchlo adopta newborn.We canprovideyour
newbornwith a secure, warm, loving hcxne.
Expensespaid.Pleasecall Frankand Carol1800-322-2107

-==- •

L

HOMEOWNERS
WITH CREDITworriesmay

nowquicklyqualifyfor loans. Stonecastle's
a

OVERYOURHEADIn debt???Do you need
morebreathingroom???Debtconsol1da1,on,
no
quality,ng!!I 'Free consultation
(800)556-1548
.
wwwanewhorizoo
.org Licensed,bonded.nonprofiVnatiooal
co.

ADOPT.
A LOVINGcouplewisheslo adoptnewbomintohomefilledwithhappiness
, securityand
endless love. Legally authorized expenses
.
PleasecallWendy
/ Howard1-888-891-9411

SE Jtv Want to Save Some Money? ...
t
~'8 *Full Tune-~ with
-;;

'°

RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
for seller-financed
notes& deeds of trust, real
eslale contracts
, structuredinsurancesettlements,IOttery
winnings.
CascadeFunding,Inc. 1800-476
-9644

cirectlenderlhatcantel youoverthephone-and
withoutobligation
! Call 1-800-700-1242
ext. 374

ADOPTIONIS A loving choice.We dreamof
shanngourr,reandlovewitha baby.Pleaseconsir1P.r
us to adoptyournewborn
. Expenses
paid.
Carole/Arthur
1-800-249-6130.

~

~,~,

FUNSIZEBARSor nuggets- All brandsvending
routeavailable
. Winsellby 4/2/2000.UnderS9K
minimum investmentrequired.Excellentprofil
potential. Lease
/ finance available.1·800-6377444.

ADOPT:AFFECTIONATE,
CARINGcouplecan
Iii your newbom
's hie with love, music, happiness, and security
. Medicalilegal
expensespaid.
Pleasecall Janeland Deantoll-lree1-888-9221365.

3:

Th~tre Box Office
,.Call 752-0026
Tickets priced $4.50 - SI0.50
$30 .00 family ticket (limited to 5)

SHOP ONLINE AT our new mall site.
www.cedarviewmall.b1gsman.com
orfindouthow
to do yourown (minimuminvestmentrequired).
cedarviewmall@pxi.net
or call 435-353-4667.
independent
rep

STATEWIDE
ADS

Paying Too Much For Gas? :r

Tickets on sale at the

POSTALJOBS $48,323.00yr. Now hiring;io
experience-paid
training-greatbenefits.Call for
lists, 7 days. 800-429·3660
ext.J954

Associate,
SS.50/hr
#P036-93,
Lifeguard,
S5.50/hr
#C356-00,Duplication
Technician,
$6/hr
#C343-00,
TU1or,
9.00/hr
#C034-00,
Technician,
$5.50/hr
#C339-00,Research
Technician,
7.00/hr
#C103-92,
Shut1Ie
BusDriver,$5.75/hr
#C564-98,DataTechnician,
S7.50/hr
#C317-00,Research
Technician,
56-10.00/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,
5.751hr
#C113-00,
LabAssistant,
S5.15

347 W. 2500 N.
North Logan
1-800-758-2520

...,

AIR FORCE.GREATcareeropportunities
availableforhighschoolgrads,ages17-27
. Plus;ipto
$12,000enlistmentbonusIf you qualify!For an
1nforma11on
packetcall 1-800-423-USAF
orvisit
www.a,rtorce
.com.
DRIVERS
- MARTEN
TRANSPORT,
LTD.Marten
Transport
canpayyou- '1 year- $.29'2 years$.30•3 years- $.31 '4 years- $.32 '5 years$.33.Call1-800-796-4135.
www.marten.com
DRIVERS.
.. SWIFTTRANSPORTATION
hinng
drivers& teams!CDL tra,mngava,lable
l Ask
about$1,000sign-on-boous!
GrMt plly,benefits,
assignedequipment,job stability
. 1-888-4908343www.swifltranscom(eoe-m/f)
MEDICALBILLER-OREATpotential!Process
claims.Fulltrainingprovided.
Computer
required.
CallTitantollfree.888·660-6693,
ext.4320.Fee

iil
0
:,

DRIVER-INEXPERIENCED?
LEARNto be an
OTAprolessiooal
froma top carrier.Grealpay,
eicecutive-styfe
benelitsand convenllOnal
equipment.CalltodaylU.S.Xpress888-936-3338
.

r0
ca

$15-S45/HR!
Country'smost establishedmedIcaVdentaibillingsoftwarecompanyseekspeople
to processclaimsfromhome. Trainingprovided.
Mustowncomputer
. 1-800-434-5518
ext#658

..
.
'ct
..
:,

,I,

BUILDYOUROWNhome.Youserveas projecl
managerandsave. We'llguideyou. 100%financing. YoureHorts
eamequity.COBSHornes1-888477-2627
www.cobshomes.com
POLYSTEELIMAGINE
Ahomethatcostslessto
livein, keepsyouhealthier,andis morephysically andfinancially
comfortable
. Formoreinformationcal 1-800-760-7659
UTAHSLARGESTSELECTION.
Over 100 1,2
and 3-ton usedmedrum-duty
trucks.Flatbeds,
vans, dumps,tractors
, cab, chassis.Christensen
TruckSalesPleasanlGrove,801-785-3451;
800785-3451
200 HEADCALVIEcows.Somepairs.All young
solid mouthwill sell any amountyoupick.435462-2731
SAWMILL
$3795.SAWSlogsintoboerds.planks,
beams
. Largecapacity. Bestsawmillvaluesanywhere. Freeinformation
. NorwoodSawmills,252
SonwilDrive. Buffalo
, NY14225.1-800-578-1363
DELLCOMPUTERS
: FILEyourlaxesooHnethis
yea~Low payments.Resolvedcreditprobiems
OK!Callnowlor freeinternetaccess!OMC800-

thebouncer
atyourfavorite
hangout
doesn't
count
asa

477-9016CodeWV12
1998YAMAHAYZFred/black6k mi. Runstike
new.2 yearsremaining
on lacto,ywarranty,tank
. bagandcoverincl.$5699.Call801-250-2836
or
801-809-6658
LOSEUP TO 45 poundsin 45 days. Program
startsat $45.1-888-300-5062
FORECLOSED
HOMES
. LOWor $0 downlGov't
& bankreposbeingsoldnow!Fantasticsavings!
Financingavailable.Locallisting.Fee. 800-5011777,ext4799.
WOLFFTANNINGBEDS. Tan al home! Buy
directand save!CommerciaV
Homeunits from
$199.00. Lowmonthlypayments.Freecolorcatalog. caH
today1-800-842-1310

FRED
RICO'S
F
.n>ou• Pjzz•

graduation
countdown
class
of2000network
graduation
announcements
online
giftregistry
1349 E. 700 N.•752-0130

,eal worldguide
careers
andawhole
lotmore

NEEDEXTRA
MONffl
EARN$18.000

. PARTTIME!

£!·;·:·
l ?'.•••.•.JH

'su.eGrad2000.com
fromyourfriends
at
state

u ta h

university
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Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reserve can help you
earn more than $18,000
during a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opportunities to
qualify for even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army R~erve your serious
consideration.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

Therightstartin therealworld."

Logan

Q)JOBTRAK.COM'

(435)753-39"3

"Thebestsiteforstudents
&
grads
looking
fortheirfirstjob."
- Forbes
Magazine

II ALLl0U CANBE~

ARMYRESERVE
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Here's a look at ASUSU primary candidates
Election to narrow candidates down to

2

President
BenjaminRileya junior from Payson. Utah,

student of campus life."

is majoring in business management. Riley is
on the President's Leadership
Council. served as a President's
Ambassador, a Fall
Leadership Facilitator.
LOSSAPresident,
Ombudsman
Committee, and Mr. USU
1st runner up.
\•
If elected Riley said he \!'
hopes to improve communication between student officers and the student body; support
formula funding to augment the money appropriated to faculty and USU as a whole: address
issues concerning computer resource funding
and lobby the state for more funding for technology; increase student awareness of opportunities offered at Utah State through readily
accessible student involvement center; and
explore the possibilities of improving recreational facilities available to students.
"The best promise I can give you is that I
will to the best of my ability listen to your
voice and act accordingly," Riley said.

AcademicVP
JimStephensonis a junior majoring in biol-

f(

ExecutiveVP

RexHansen is a finance and economics
major from Firth, Idaho. He is a member of the
Aggie Leadership Academy, P.A.B.
~
volunteer, LDSSAEx. council VP, Special Olympics .,,,;
Invitational Chair, Mr.
, \
USU candidate.
Ombudsman committee . fee
board member, fall leadership participant. and volun- \ •
teer on various SM activities. \!'
Hansen said he plans to close the information gap between students and ASUSU;achieve
a position on Logan City Council: create and
advertise student information awareness web
page which lists issues at ASUSU and offers a
chance for feedback: organize pre-State legislation meeting with Cache County legislators to
organize lobbying strategy for 2001 session;
and increase student's awareness of on-campus
resources such as on-campus lawyer.
Hansen said, "I want to obtain a student
seat on Logan City Council, create and advertise student issue web site for review and comments by students, and organize pre-state session meeting with Cache legislators to strategically plan for 2001 session."
Sophomore AndyDilley is a LASmajor from
Kenai, Alaska. He is a member ol the pt.iblic
affairs board, Forums chair on the public
affairs board, and lobbied the Utah State
Legislature for Higher Education.
If elected he wants better student representation on Logan City Council: have student on
the Logan City Council; lobby Utah State legislature for funding for heating plant and
libraries: make student more aware of programs available to help them succeed; and
make office more available to students.
"Despite the huge impact students have in
Logan they are not well represented in the City
Council," Dilley said. ·r will try to get a student
on the council. Our heating plant and libraries
need better funding and I will lobby the legislature for necessary funding."

PublicRelationsVP
BetsySpackman,a senior biology major, is
from Prince William County, Va. Her experience includes ASUSU public relations account
manager for legislation, ASUSU
~
science council public
relations representa .,,,;
tive, mortar board pres- , \
ident, ASUSU fall leadership facilitator, A-team,
new student orientation
facilitator, ASUSU science
council academic representative, VOICE Ecology recycling/environmental
awareness committee chair and has received
the ASUSU special service award.
Spackman said she plans to spread advertising throughout campus, from Old Main to the
Fine Arts building; hold casual forums with
ASUSUexecutive council and publicize existing
forums; increase marketing research and surveys of student opinion; increase the use of the
ASUSU web page and hotline using contests:
and clean up advertising after events.
"Asa fellow student I know how distant student government can seem . As your public
relations VP.my goals are to increase awareness of ASUSU activities and legislation before
they are enacted," Spackman said, ·so that
more student can be a part of the planning
process."
Senior Marni Jenkins is a Human Resources
major from Sandy, Utah. She is ASUSU athletics VP secretary, Big Blue crew council, ASUSU
programming board member. sophomore representative for Associated women students of
Snow College, and Ephriam Jnstitute representative.
Jenkins said she wants to work with college
senators to get an information board in each
college; keep Aggie hotline and TSC marquee
updated with weekly events; provide links from
ASUSUweb site to each organization on
ASUSU;continue to offer incentives and gifts
to student for visiting ASUSU web site; and
enhance ASUSU design with Aggie hotline telephone number and web site address.
Jenkins said, ·r want to inform student body
of ASUSU activities and other USU tvents
using the technology and resources currently
existing, in addition, create new ways to inform

ogy from Holden, Utah. He has
~
been a member of the
academic council,
.,,,;
served as chairman of , \
the academic council,
college bowl chairman,
spelling bee coordinator,
teacher and supervisor in
the ESLprogram, Utah
intercollegiate assembly delegate for USU, and
United States Senate Internship on health policy in the office of Senator Orrin G. Hatch.
Stephenson said he would like to successfully implement current academic council legislation for mid-semester teacher evaluation format. book standardization guidelines, facilitate
easier payment for computer printouts by
working with computer services to allow cash
registers in the computer labs; create an online
database of all available scholarships and
grants at USU: expand the college bowl and
spelling bee programs to allow more students
to compete in and be recognized for academic
achievement; and honorably represent USU
students in meetings and negotiations with
USU administration and faculty.
"I am excited to be running for academic VP.
J believe I have set forth a strong agenda.
These proposals have the potential to have a
very positive impact on student life at USU,"
Stephenson said.

JennNelson from Seattle. Washington is a
junior Business Administration major. She has
served as financial coordinator for the Special
Olympics, and LDS mission to Rome, Italy, IRC
YSArecruitment committee, senior H.S. district
leadership coordinator, junior class senator,
sophmore class vice president, freshman class
president, and held various ecclesiastical leadership positions.
Nelson said she wants to resolve the printout issue in the way that will most effectively
benefit the students; facilitate a book exchange
that is easily accessible and well known to service more students needs; continue to pursue
the implementation of mid-semester teacher
evaluations to allow student the opportunity to
give feedback while it still effects them; universalize the payment system in the libraries,
computer labs and copy center; expand library
and computer lab hours to be more user
friendly (i.e. have library open earlier on
Saturday mornings).
"Asacademic vice president; Nelson said. "I
would like to improve the academic standard at
Utah State by strengthening the
student/administration relations, the services
of the bookstore, and the resources of the
libraries and computer labs."
Artsand LecturesVP
CherissaSmith,
from Hyrum, is a junior
Political Science major.
She is currently on .,,,;
the arts and lee, \
tures council, serving as a cultural events
chair, involved in the
lectures series and
poetry and a beverage,
Utah intercollegiate assemble for two years,
knows parliamentary procedure, familiar with
legislative process, public affairs board, involved
in promoting campus events, and concerned ,
with student involvement in government.
Smith said her goals are to allow more student involvement in this office through such
items as regular office hours and a comment
box; assure quality events that those who speak
or perform appeal to students; coordinate
speakers/performers with campus events; and
increase student attendance at cultural events.
·r will work to promote student involvement
in USU by creating opportunities for students
in planning the Arts and Lectures series. I also
plan to assure the quality and accessibility of
arts and lectures events."

Trine'Thomas is a sophmore Family and
Human development major from Orem, Utah.
She is on the President's leadership council, a
university ambassador, a member of the organizations and traditions council, homecoming
dance chair. CSCO council rep, Robins awards
gala chair, student alumni assoc. member, and
senior send-off PR co-chair.
Thomas said she plans to enhance the performing arts series: increase student access to
the lecture series; make poetry and a beverage
available all year; continue the quality of the
lecture series: and instate a classic cinema program.
"My platform is to improve the office by
enhancing the existing programs and instating
a new classic cinema program. J would also like
to increase student access to each program
offered by the arts and lectures series," Thomas
said.
Athletics VP
Freshman, Oark Jessopfrom Denver,
Colorado is a undeclared
~
major. He has been
involved in sports
.,,,;,,
all of his life, includ- , \
ing varsity sports in
high school, and high
school student govern- ~
ment.
Jessop wants to make

for each office; vote today and tomorrow
sporting events more appealing to the entire
student body, not just the sports fanatics; promote club sports that are offered here at Utah
State; improve relations between student athletes and the general student body; plan special
events that will appeal to a wide variety of student; increase membership and participation
in the Big Blue crew.
"I believe that athletics, more than anything
else has the ability to unite a student body,"
Jessop said. "Either as a fan. or as an athlete, I
believe that student involvement in athletics
can make college a lot more fun. My goals are
aimed to help achieve this."

MichaelShipleyis a junior from Wellsville,
majoring in business information systems. He
is a four-year member and one-year captain of
the USU cheer squad, a current employee of
ASUSU,worked directly with the athletics
department. worked with USU concessions and
Big Blue to treat students to free food during
basketball games, a ten-year resident of Cache
Valley and as a result feels he knows about
community support of the Aggies
Shipley said he swants to bring back and
introduce new traditions that will put the "fan"
back in fanatic and will make game day a
major event on campus; increase community
support and attendance at all athletic events
by supporting and working with the Aggie
ambassadors program, which promotes service
and leadership within the community: organize
a fund raising program for each sport in which
students and alumni can pledge money for
dunks. sacks, home runs, high scores etc.,
which in turn will be donated to a local charity
selected by the team: promote an "X-Games·type of environment at USU club sporting
events; and provide the means by which students and alumni can share their ideas and
opinions to improve sports here on campus.
"Students and fans need excitement and
entertainment. Athletes need energy and support from their fans and community. Cache
Valley needs athletes who will reciprocate that
support. USU needs me," Shipley said, ·as
Athletics VP to pull it all together."
Senior JakeChasefrom Logan, is a landscape architecture and environmental planning
major. He is publicity chairman for ASUSU athletics VP, a member of Delta Sigma Phi, Sargent
of arms for Delta Sigma Phi, judicial VP on the
inter fraternal council, USU Mountain club
president. and a STABvolunteer.
Chase wants to enforce student seating; club
sport recognition and support; student awareness and support: increase tailgating; and create an athletics web page.
·1 would push to preserve student seating,
more and more kids and parents are taking
student seats. Someone needs to stand for the
students and preserve student seating. I would
also like to see more involvement with club
sport, tailgating and student awareness."

ActivitiesVP
SophmoreAngieDomichel a Horticulture
major from Salt Lake City, Utah. She has
served on the STABas a special events chair,
Mardi Gras chair, Halloween Howl chair,
Homecoming events and
~
snowfest committees. A-Team new .,,,;
student orientation , \
facilitator, Alpha Chi
Omega executive
board, and pan
\•
Hellenic council.
\!'.
If elected, Dominchel
said her plans include implementing a monthly
movie series with edited and unedited films;
increase student input; enhance volunteer programs, continue big concerts; and strengthen
diverse programming.
"AsActivities Vice President , I will serve students by planning events based on input from
fellow Aggies. If elected, I look forward to
enhancing student life through diverse and fun
filled programming," Dominchel said.

JetThompsonis a senior majoring in psychology, and is from Logan. He has been a
STABEvents chair this past year, was co-chair
of Mardis Gras and "Last Chance to Party." He
also assisted with Moonlight and Music and
the Civil Rights Forum the previous year. He
has also been a peer counselor for National
Depression Screening Day and helps with the
PsiChi Council as a national correspondent.
He said he hopes to "bring back college
radio," have a monthly movie series, college
rock series, comedy series and ·nooners in the
Hub."
Thompson said, "AsActivities VP,I will
increase the number and expand the diversity
of events by working with other clubs and
organizations on campus to envolve everyone. I
will increase publicity of activities."
ExtensionVP
JacobLeeMcBridefrom Salt Lake City. is a
junior Business major. He has served two years
on LDSSA,one-year exec. council
~
as president of Sigma
Gamma Chi, experience .,,,;
with leadership in high , \
school of, president of
different clubs and organizations, and an LOS mission to Brazil.
\•
McBride said he wants to \!'
improve and maintain relations with extension
sites; represent the extension students and staff
of ASUSU;strive to be aware of and resolve
problems and concerns of extension students

and staff to the best of his ability; serve with
honor and dignity as a member of the ASUSU
Exec. council: and seek to improve the organization and programs of the ASUSU to benefit
all.
McBride said, "I intend to truly strive to represent students as members of ASUSU.All student have a right to representation on campus
or at extension sites."

GraduateStudiesVP
Sam Winwardis a senior majoring in
Environmental Engineering
from Soda Springs. Idaho. He is
has served as ASUSU
Athletics VP, LOSSA .,,,;
o'f.e
service VP, student
' \
ct\J
recreation center chair,
tO 1)6\eS
volunteer corps. chair,
S't:
good working relation\•
ship currently with stu\!'
dents, faculty and administration. and a desire to serve and work for fellow students.
If elected Winward said he will work to have
the health insurance benefits applied to graduate students at no cost; work to obtain tuition
reimbursement opportunities to extend to
masters degree students; organize and carry
out a career fair explicitly for graduate students; maintain momentum and motivation
with GSS by providing quality activities,
monthly graduate informers and well-run
organized meetings; and represent all graduate
students to administration and to ASUSU executive council fairly and equitably.
"I would like to have the opportunity to
serve the graduate student. Representation is
important, and someone willing to work hard
and provide a strong voice is needed to stand
up for important issues."

RobertFranckowiak
is a physics major from
Lovell,Wyo. He has had experience serving in
the U.S. Navy, high school teacher and coach.
and Physics graduate senator.
Frankowiak would like to increase awareness
of and participation in the Graduate senate by
all colleges; act as a conduit for policies, events,
and concerns among the Graduate senate, the
graduates, and ASUSU exec. council, and the
USU administration; build upon the orientation program for incoming graduate students;
and enhance the reputation of the USU graduate program to encourage a greater number of
potential applicants.
"I would like to procure the conceot that a
university is a place for the exchange of ideas.
In this way,we can create an atmosphere
where different opinions can work together for
the benefit of the whole."
EricB.Worthenis an Instructional technology major. He is a graduate student senate
publications chair, graduate student senator for
instructional technology. he has a M.S. in agricultural systems technology extension education, and is currently pursing Ed. S degree in
Instructional technology.
He seeks to facilitate awareness of, and
involvement in, issues effecting current and
future graduate students; appropriate funding
for the USU library system; fiscal responsibility
and accountability; encourage enrollment in
Master and Doctoral degree programs at USU;
and address issues brought to him by senators
and other graduate students.
"To serve my fellow graduate students as
spokesperson for their interests and concerns. I
pledge to be an active, honest, and responsible
President of the Graduate Student Senate."

Organi7.ations
VP
Sharon Pewtressis a sophomore pre-med
major from Grand Junction, Colorado. She has
served on USU's first multi~
cultural sorority:
Theta Nu Xi, USU .,,,;
~
Ethnic Engineering , \
o1' 1- .
and Science Student
Of~\01\ff,
council, USU Society of
Asian American
Engineers and
~
Scientists, USU Academic
Scholars program. ASUSU Science Council,
USU United campus volunteers, Miss Korea in
the Miss International Pageant '99, and USU
American Society of Microbiology.
Pewtress said she will provide a web site for
all CSCO organizations and have them on line
by 2CXXJ-Ol;
have all campus wide student organizations registered under CSCO; recognize all
old and new traditions (i.e. True Aggie, bonfire,
themes, camp out, bourbon street, etc.); to
incorporate a more diverse pool of students
into existing organizations as well as new ones:
more awareness, more categories for Robin's
awards; and provide awareness to incoming
freshmen and transfer students about existing
organizations.
"J want to provide more awareness, diversity,
and involvement in all organizations on campus. As well as recognize students individually
and more interpersonal relationships with
everyone so that USU organizations and traditions will rise to perfection in the fall millennium."

-,.o

ChelsieEgbertfrom Preston. Idaho is a
sophmore Public Relations major. She has
served on the organizations and traditions
committee, CSCO representative, homecoming
committee chair, Robin's committee chair,
LOSSAexec. secretary, extension committee,

~See OFFICERS,
nextpage
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Project Pals activity chair, and Howl committee
chair.
.Egbert said she wants to strengthen Aggie
pnde by educating and exciting the student
body about the great traditions we have here
at ~tah State! ~nee and Aggiealways an Aggie;
umte CSCO with the representatives and educate the clubs about the point and funding system so it will run more efficient; educate the
students about the variety of clubs here at
USU.input something like a ·cscoWeek" to
got all clubs out recruiting; expand homecoming to involve whole student body and extensions, make it bigger, more advertising activities, make it a student alumni remembered
event; and _e:'})andRobins awards by educating
and advertismg about the purpose and pride
behind them and excite student body about
the program and the formal dance.
"I will work with and for the student body
and clubs to bigger and better them programs
directed by the organizations and traditions VP
including CSCO, homecoming, Robins awards,
and traditions."
Service
VP

KarenGaufina senior Parks and Recreation
major from Orem, Utah. She was nominated
for the Robin's Val R. Christensen Service
award, Val R. Christensen service center publicity and recruitment chair,
~
service center council,
ASUSUprograming
board, LOSSAactivities committee. "Let's
Make a Deal" cochair, project pals his\~
torian, Special
\!'.
Olympics fall invitational volunteer, USU Aggiesspecial Olympics
team head coach, and Associatedwomen students of Snow College sophmore representative.
Gaufin said she wants to expand the current service center web page and include online registration for students; to provide better
publicity for service center projects and programs; to implement monthly service projects
and have a service day each semester; to make
~ job description available for volunteer positrons; and to develop a "victory"file for the service center.
"I want to improve the recruitment and
communication in order to make the service
center even stronger that it is this year," Gaufin
said. "When elected I will strive to accomplish
these goals."
StudentAdvocate
MindyBaughmana junior from Rock
Springs, Wyo., majoring in Broadcasting.She
~ has served as Miss
Wyoming 1998 during
which she spent the
year as an advocate for
the disability awareness, she served as a
role model for youth in
. Wyoming to promote
excellence in education and scholarship, clean living and healthy lifestyle,a volunteer spokesperson for Wyoming special
Olympics,and a current member of PRSSA,
mortar board, radio club. STABvolunteer fall
semester.
Baughman said she wants to make herself
available and accessibleyear round to the student body; keep free parking free; bring back
more computer printouts; make more
resources available to student; and encourage
fun, free activities.
"Everyoneis unique, so no student fits into
a typical mold. By making myself available to
the student body, together we can customize
people's needs. Help me help you," Baughman
said.
BradleyG. Bishopfrom Kuna, Idaho is a
junior LAS(pre-med) major. He has served in
the student advocate ombudsman committee
president of Sigma Chi fraternity, campus rel~tions committee of LOSSA,worked in the
health and wellness center, facilitator at fall
leadership, participant in project pals and
numerous service projects in the Greek system.
Bishop said he wants to "bring ASUSUto
the students"; reestablish the student advocate
advisory board; make Ombudsman a common
name on campus; provide easy access to make
complaints; and be the ·students" voice.
"I will bring ASUSUto the students so that I
am thestudent's voice. I plan to do this by
revamping the student advocate advisory
board. having membership from all campus
organizations. This will provide an accessible
line of communication between the students
and their advocate."

lc:JCollegeSenators
AgricultureSenator

1

RachaelPorteris a junior Agribusiness
major from Morgan, Utah. She has served as
Utah FFAState officer team, served the past
two years on the Ag Council, served as executive secretary to the Ag Council, an Ag ambassador, collegiate 4-H treasurer, and collegiate
FFAsecretary.
Porter said she would like to help the Ag
council accomplish their goals. She said she
wants them to be able to take the council
where they would like to see it go; truly be a
voice for the students, know what students
think; keep students informed on issues that
will affect them; have Ag week to promote agriculture; and give others the opportunity to
serve and grow whenever possible through
committees, etc.

NEWS*PRIMARY
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"Agricultureis my passion in life. I hold an
'inborn fondness for ag which even in hours of
discouragement I cannot deny' as the FFA
creed states. I would love the opportunity to
serve you as a voice for agriculture though this
upcoming year," Porter said.
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sional clubs and organizations."

Engineering
Senator
George

SoottWangsgard,from Young Ward, is a
sophomore majoring in Agricultural mechanization. He is an Intermountain PASofficer
GGW club president, Ag Council member, a~d
Ag Tech club member.
Wangsgard wants to maintain the tradition
that the College_of Agriculture is responsible
for Ag week; umte the students in different
College of Agriculture departments; maintain a
successful committee system for running the
Ag Council; help improve faculty/student relations; and take a simple, logical approach to
~tu~ents problems i!1the College of Ag.,nothmg 1sever as complicated as it seems.
Wa:1gsgardsaid, "I ":ant to lead the College
of Agriculture back to it's roots. We are known
for being simple, honest and hard working people and our college should reflect this."

Tripp is a
junior
from

PRIMARY
ELECTIONS:
March22-23
INAL ELECTIONS:
March29-30

Grantsville,
majoring in
mechanical engiBusinessSenator
neering. He is has
served with the ASUSUacaTaylorLeavitta sophmore Business
Administration and Economics major from Salt demic council for two years,
chaired the academic issues committee on
I:ake City, Utah. H~ has experience as legislat10n VP for the busmess council, student repre- that council. represented the students on the
Friends of USU libraries board, wrote and prosentative for business college professor of the
mote student legislation for mid semester
year, ASUSUaward for outstanding achieveteacher evaluations.
ment and contribution to Utah State, 3.85
Tripp said he would lobby the Utah legislaGPA.National Dean's list, College of Business
tu~e
~oensur~ fun~ing for the new engineering
Dean's list, President's Leadership Council, PLC
bmldmg receives highest possible priority; free
"Rookieof the Year· Award, University
up more student computing time during the
Ambassador, STABSpecial Events Chair, Cohead chair Halloween Howl. and Co-head chair last weeks of the semester; bring in more guest
speakers from industry and technical
Valentines Day Dance.
research/work; recognize students in the colLeavitt said he would like every declared
lege for displaying effort and achievement in
st_udentenrolled in at least one business orgadifficult
circumstances; lead the continued
mzation; make counseling more abundant to
dominance of the College of Engineering over
undergraduate students; establish a real estate
the College of Natural Resourcesin all aspects
licensing class here at Utah State for students;
of campus life.
further establish the making of an organiza"AsEngineering Senator I would work
ti_on-headcollaborative committee; and to protow~rd
goals in four major area: organizing to
vide a more united, legislative active senate for
a~a11~
sources,
strengthening student morale,
ASUSU.
"I have enjoyed immensely working with the bnngmg students closer to industry and real
world projects, responsibly representing stuCollege of Business.Business senator is a posident opinion."
tion that requires a lot of energy and experience. I feel those are strong attributes of mine.
. B~ 1:fansen.
an electrical engineering major,
I am one who thrives on seeing results, and
is a Jumor from West Weber. He has served as
would be a stalwart to achieve such in the
Senior Class VP of his high school, served in
goals I have set out," Leavitt said.
va_riousreligious leadership positions, is determmed to set and achieve goals, responsible
EmilyNeibaurfrom Paul, Idaho is a junior
~earnoriented and hard working, and has good
majoring in Accounting.She has served on the
mterpersonal communication skills.
USU Business Council. as faculty relations
Hansen's goals are to improve student
executive Vice President, ASUSUweek of welinvolvement
in student government; improve
come committee, ASUSUevent chair for Lets
upon
the
College
of Engineering image and
Make a Deal, Student alumni Assoc.Senior
association
with
the
university; improve fee
send off chair. and two vears service with USU
assessment and better explain fees; increase
Business council.
the number of computer copies; and continue
Neilbar'sgoalsare to provide netwoi:king
traditions
like Engineering week.
opportunities and encourage involvement
"I feel that many engineers want to be
through the Alumni Fair, dinner for 12
invol_ved,but because of the nature of engistrangers and other activities; organize activineering they generally have no time to do this.
ties that will enhance education for the stuI want to make it easier for them to be
dents in the College of Business;address stuinvolved and also to represent the true student
dent concerns within the College of Business
voice."
and concerns regarding ASUSUlegislation;
encourage student participation in clubs and
~rganizations and improve student-faculty rela- FamilyLifeSenator
tions; and develop an international business
organization, for COB students to promote culDanielleGardinera sophmore from Salt
tural awareness and provide international busi- Lake City, Utah majoring in Familyand
ness opportunities.
Consumer Science Education. She has served
"My focus,"Neibaur said, "is on increasing
o~ the Fa~ily Lif~Coun~il. chair of the Family
awareness and opportunities for students to be Life Counal Public Relat10ns,Chair Phi Upsilon
involved within the College of Business.I will
<?micronorganizations, VP MFCS public relawork to maximize student involvement
tions, Kappa Delta Sorority, Panhelenic council
address student concerns, and voice st~dent
VP Philanthropy, and A-Team Facilitator for
opinions concerning current legislation."
new student orientation.
Gardiner's goals are to focus events around
EducationSenator
College of Family Life students; socialize students into chosen professions through Alumni
networking and mentoring programs; encourLoriPettit is a senior from South Jordan,
age
all_clubs to play an active role in family life
majoring in Elementary and Deaf Education.
council; hold a faculty/student social every
She has served on Education council as the
semester to strengthen ties between faculty
College of Education week chairperson, rush
officer and president of a Lambda Delta Sigma and students within the College of Family Life;
and complete an annual service activity to give
chapter, served on the Institute of Religion
back to the community while increasing awareCouncil. and taught English for two summers
ness of the College of Family Life.
in Taiwan.
"AsFamily LifeSenator, l will increase colPettit s~id she hopes to promote the College
lege awareness on campus and expand club
of Educat10nthrough activities and service;
~nd organization participation, while improvunify the departments within the College of
Education; inform students of current issues in mg student relationships with faculty and
alumni."
education and ASUSUlegislation; address student concerns; and strengthen the education
HAS.S.Senator
council and make it applicable and accessible
to students.
"AsCollege of Education senator I want to
JewelMerrilla sophmore history major
be a representative voice of the students. In
from Ellensburg,Wash. She has served on the
order to do that it is essential to keep the lines HAS~council for two_years with one year as
of communication open, serve the needs of the speaal events co-chair, LOSSAactivities costudents, unify and promote the college."
chair, Ombudsman committee, A-team member, supplemental instruction leader History
MandyPrattfrom Nyssa, Ore., is a junior
1700 for 3 semesters, and 4.0 GPA.
wit~ a dual major in Elementary and Early
Merrill said she will increase student
Childhood Education. She is on the LOSSA
involvement and awareness by posting weekly
Exec.council as the classroom enrichment VP
updates of ASUSUexec. council meetings on
CVAEYCstudent chapter VP,and EEAassista~t the Internet and/or through e-mail; establish
to an officer.
greater college unity by regularly highlighting
Pratt's goals are to establish a lecture series
and awarding different departments and stuincluding quality speakers representative of the dents; invite some of our exceptional HASS
disciplines in the college;implement a selecalumni to offer network opportunities for
tion process for education council that will
HASSstudents; help undeclared students feel
allow at least two representatives from each
mor~ involved in the college by offering infordepartment; move from only one Education
1:1ativeand useful activities; increase cooperaWeek to a variety of activities throughout the
t10n and co-sponsorships with HASSrelated
year; distribute questionnaires to students
clubs and organizations.
rega_rdingthe a~~sing departments and sug"Besidesbeing the largest college,HASSis
gestions for their improvement; and get appliextremely diverse both as to departments and
cations online with a link to the College of
students. As HASSsenator I will recognize and
Education web page.
support the unique contributions that each
"Unifydepartments, make education council group adds to the university."
move visible and dynamic, simplify application
process without compromising high standards
NaturalResourceSenator
of admittance, supplemental advising, represent concerns to the dean, and support profes-

SandaJaneKeilfrom Grand Canyon. Ariz.. is a
sophomore in environmental studies. She has
served as Forestry club president, natural
resource council. national honor society president. squad boss of forest service fire crew, and
ecologicalcoalition of student members.
Keil said she will represent all of the College
of Natural ResourcesStudents' opinions and
ideas to ASUSU;increase travel opportunities
by expanding relationships with professional
organizations such as Society of American
Foresters.The WildlifeSociety,Society for
Range Management; promote active recruitment of potential Natural Resource students;
expand the recyclingprogram in the College of
Natural Resources and them campus wide; and ·
encourage more participation of students and
professors in club activities and will increase
interaction with outside organizations such as
Geology club, ECOS,Bear River Institute
Mountain Club.
'
"I will be a listening ear and channeler of
ideas. I ai:n entirely dedicated to serving NR
students m a way that will improve the college
as a whole." .

ScienceSenator
BrandonHartfrom Rexburg,Idaho is a
junior majoring in biology.He has served as
academic chair for the science council, a member of the academic council for USU, member
of Al~ha Epsilon Delta, and member of
American Society of Microbiology.
Hart said h will establish a "Lab Day·
where students can meet with researchers to
fill lab positions; ensure establishment of a
mid-semester teacher and lab instructor evalua_tionprocess; follow through with implementation of upper-division pathogen physiology
~curse; establis~ bimonthly college service proJects:and establish a well rounded science
council with representation from all intercollegiate clubs and organizations.
"I will_take my experience and my drive to
a~comphsh the goals at hand. working together
with students and faculty we will see a more
competitive collegeof science with high standards and highly qualified graduates."

ChadBinghama pre-med biology major, is
from Portland, Ore. He has served on the
ASUSUOmbudsman council. student health
advisory committee, biochemistry research
assistant, recipient of URCOgrant for undergraduate research. operating room volunteer at
Logan Regional Hospital, physiologyTA, best
buddies activities chair, volunteer VRCservice
cent~r. and on the Dean's List for two years.
Bmgham said he would like to increase
interaction between students and faculty
through "brown nose· luncheons; provide more
opportu_nitiesfor undergraduate research by
connecting faculty needs with student interests
through a web site; bring students in contact
~th co_mpaniesin the fields of science by
mcreasmg the number of science companies at
the USU career fair; promote midterm evaluations _ofscience pr?fessors: and encourage student mvolvement m College of Science activities and organizations.
"AsSenator of the College of Science,I will
help students achieve their educational and
professional goals by increasing student and
faculty interaction, undergraduate research
opportunities. and contact with employers."
~~~ Allen a sophmore from Ogden,
maJonng m public health. He has served as a
high school senior class VP,fluent in Spanish,
Science sterling scholar, Young democrats of
American officer,and S.T.I.C.K.S.
Math tutor
volunteer.
•. Allen h~pes to plan fun. meaningful activities t~at will focus mainly towards the College
of Soence students; I would like to have different keynote speakers come to the College of
Science or:iceor twice a semester to speak
about their work, benefits, how to gain employment, etc.; I know how expensive Kaplan
preparation courses can be, I would like to see
USU professors teach similar preparation
co!-mes;I would like to create a College of
Saence newsletter to inform students; and I
would like to create an "AreaCouncil" to discuss current issues affecting the different areas
within the College of Science.
"The most important thing I can do as a
Science Senator is create opportunities for students to become involved. Employers and graduate schools value your involvement in
~xtracurricular ac~vities. I will support student
mvolvement and mform you of opportunities."
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Wave of celebrity doesn't swamp movie's real-life heroine
BY MATT SURMAN

Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES- Erin Brockovich is now a
Holiywood name, but the morning after the
glitzy premiere of her movie she wasn't sleeping in or drinking celebratory champagne from
a crystal flute.
She spent Wednesday morning in the emergency room with her feverish daughter, like
any typical parent, even one glorified on movie
posters and bus placards.
And in the evening, at a fund-raiser and
early screening of "Erin Brockovich," the film
opening Friday that tells her story, she had no
entourage and trod no red carpet. just the
speckled one at the United Artists Oaks Mall
Theater in Thousand Oaks northwest of Los
Angeles.
She's still the same Erin Brockovich she was
before Julia Roberts wiggled into the tight
skirts and cleavage-revealing tops Brockovich is
known for and became a character at once
smart. outspoken. tenacious and driven to justice.
You'd guess the real Brockovich would be
impossible to fluster. Almost.
At the Tuesday night premiere in
Hollywood, "I was literally shaking," said
Brockovich, still an investigator at the law
office of Masry &i Vititoe in the Los Angeles
area.
"I've never, ever seen anything like it: the
people, the attention, the cameras," she said.
"One of the photographers said, · Come up
closer.' And I said, · No, you scare me.' "
But she hadn't been afraid of wearing a
body-hugging dress with two cutouts in the
midriff, a dress she pulled out of her closet just
before the premiere. The stress of celebrity had
made her lose weight, and the previously

planned dress had to be ditched.r It's
a long way from the dusty streets of
the California desert community of
Hinkley, where Brockovich did the
unglamorous work of legal investigation, door-to-door and through mud
and muck, years before the case and
the Universal Pictures-Columbia
Pictures movie made her rich.
The movie tells the story of how
the twice-divorced mother of three
with a daring fashion sense and
dogged persistence helped win a
$333 million lawsuit against PG&E.
accused of poisoning the town's
water.
Even as the movie is unveiled, litigation on the PG&E case continues
in Hinkley.
But because of her new celebrity
(including a cameo as a waitress in
the film), she can no longer go door
to door investigating. And for the
moment, she has to play movie star
- a role she seemed well suited to
Wednesday in a minuscule blue skirt
and tight, bright green tank top.
"Everything's very different right
now," she said. "For a few weeks, this
movie is the priority. I've been
zapped."
BROCKOVICH: Legalinve1-tigatorErin Brockovichand her boss,environmentalattorney Ed Masry, in their Los Angele1She's been on "Oprah." She's told law office.
there have been 300 requests for
"Northern Star." Still, this week's Hollywood
interviews. On Wednesday, she was late for her Masry swept into Thousand Oaks three years
premiere
was something. he said
ago
and
has
become
a
major
figure
in
environ"AccessHollywood" interview because her 13Reporters ·were talking to anybody who
mental issues.
year-old has strep throat.
Wednesday night's benefit raised money for would stop to talk. At first, I think they
·1 don't want to get sick of it." Brockovich
thought I was Tom Cruise," quip_ped the whitecancer
and environmental groups, causes they
said. "It's a great opportunity to send our meshaired, 67-year-old lawyer
have been working with for years.
sage. Everything in the movie is true."
Tm the same guy I was last week," Masry
This is not Masry's first experience with
For both Brockovich and her boss, Ed Masry,
said.
"But. now a lot more people are listening."
show
business.
He
had
a
childhood
role
in
"A
the movie is mostly a vehicle for their work.
Tree Grows in Brooklyn" and the 1942 film

TV's voyeurism
BvVERNEGAY

Newsday
Call it invidious, call it predictable, or call it
whatever you like, but television increasingly is
tapping into the voyeur in us. More and more.
it seems, we like to watch each other. The
huge ratings of · · Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire" and • 'Who Wants to Marry a
Multi-Millionaire" certainly attest to that.
But you haven't seen anything yet
This summer, two European imports to air
on CBS - Holland's · • Big Brother" and
Sweden's · · Expedition: Robinson." to be
renamed · · Survivor" - will raise the level of
voyeuristic TV here to previously unseen
heights.
A description offered by a • · Big Brother''
producer applies to both shows: '· part social
experiment. part real-life soap opera and part

•

quotient

is about to get worse

competition."
'· Big Brother" resembles an extreme version of MTV's · 'The Real World." A group of
strangers shares a house with cameras monitoring every move - in every room - and
each person votes to evict one of the group.
• • Survivor" strands a group on an island, and
like the · • contestants" on • · Big Brother," they
are scrutinized by omnipresent camera crews
and voted out by their peers until only one is
left.
Should we be shocked? Not really. TV has
always displayed a fundamental urge to
exploit real people, real drama and real
tragedy, and we have always been more than
willing to abide this urge. · · Real" may not
always make for great television, but it is certainly compelling. On some admittedly narcissistic level, what is more compelling than the
notion that we are the ones who are staring

back from the TV set?
Thirty years ago, · · Candid Camera" was a
sensation: What was funnier than real people
doing really stupid things? In 1973. PBS'··An
American Family,"which chronicled the daily
lives of one clan, the Louds, in intimate detail,
became a national obsession.
The ante was upped in the mid-'90s with
- 'The Real World," which followed the daily
exploits of real 20-somethings, with titillation
and the normal frictions of living in close
proximity providing the drama. And the
voyeuristic impulse has been intensified by the
Internet - where ordinary people often literally put their lives online for anyone to see.
(It's not surprising, then, that both · · Big
Brother" and · 'Survivor'' feature significant
Internet components.)
And this summer, U.S.viewers will get their
next jolt of hyper-reality. If the reactions of the

Washington

Dutch and Swedes are any indication. we will
be in for a wild ride. At first the Dutch were
shocked by the premise of · · Big Brother." But
the shock turned to curiosity, and then to
obsession. In the process, the Dutch learned
something about themselves, or so they
believed.
Meanwhile, the fireworks have already
started in Germany, where · · Big Brother"
debuted March 1. For months the show was
criticized by politicians who labeled it a form
of human · • experimentation" and said it
offended human dignity. a value protected in
Germany's constitution. Last week, producers
decided house residents will be allowed to
duck into a camera-free room for one hour a
day. In turn, media regulators meeting in
Munich postponed until Tuesday a decision
on whether to order the show off the air.
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FilmService
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GiftCertificates
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Banking
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Stamps
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Utilities
DropBox

l'il Mutual

Logan• 555EastI 400North

(435)755-7100
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(435)563-6251
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• ClosedSunday
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